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Welcome	  to	  IEEE-­‐-­‐-­‐ORA	  (Ontologies	  for	  Robotics	  and	  Automation)	  IROS	  workshop.	  This	  
is	   the	   1st	   edition	   of	   the	   workshop	   on	   Standardized	   Knowledge	   Representation	   and	  
Ontologies	  for	  Robotics	  and	  Automation.	  The	  IEEE-­‐-­‐-­‐ORA	  2014	  workshop	  was	  held	  on	  
the	  18th	  September,	  2014	  in	  Chicago,	  Illinois,	  USA.	  
	  	  
In	  the	  IEEE-­‐-­‐-­‐ORA	  IROS	  workshop,	  10	  contributions	  were	  presented	  from	  7	  countries	  in	  
North	   and	   South	   America,	   Asia	   and	   Europe.	   The	   presentations	   took	   place	   in	   the	  
afternoon,	  from	  1:30	  PM	  to	  5:00	  PM.	  The	  first	  session	  was	  dedicated	  to	  “Standards	  for	  
Knowledge	   Representation	   in	   Robotics”,	   where	   presentations	   were	   made	   from	   the	  
IEEE	  working	  group	  standards	  for	  robotics	  and	  automation,	  and	  also	  from	  the	   ISO	  TC	  
184/SC2/WH7.	   The	   second	   session	   was	   dedicated	   to	   “Core	   and	   Application	  
Ontologies”,	  where	  presentations	  were	  made	  for	  core	  robotics	  ontologies,	  and	  also	  for	  
industrial	   and	   robot-­‐-­‐-­‐assisted	   surgery	   ontologies.	   Three	   posters	   were	   presented	   in	  
emergent	  applications	  of	  ontologies	  in	  robotics.	  
	  	  
We	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I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the basic requirements for any type of robot 
communication (whether with other robots or humans) is the 
need for a common vocabulary along with clear and concise 
definitions. With the growing complexity of behaviors that 
robots are expected to perform as well as the need for multi-
robot and human-robot collaboration, the need for a standard 
and well-defined knowledge representation is becoming more 
evident. The existence of such a standard knowledge 
representation will: 
 more precisely define the concepts in the robot’s 
knowledge representation; 
 ensure common understanding among members of 
the community; and 
 facilitate more efficient data integration and transfer 
of information among robotic systems. 
The goal of the RAS Ontologies for Robotics and 
Automation Working Group (ORA WG) is to develop a 
standard to provide an overall ontology and associated 
methodology for knowledge representation and reasoning in 
robotics and automation, together with the representation of 
concepts in an initial set of application domains. It provides a 
unified way of representing knowledge and a common set of 
terms and definitions, allowing for unambiguous knowledge 
transfer among any group of human, robots, and other 
artificial systems.  
The working group is composed of 157 members 
representing 23 countries and is made up of approximately 
50% educational institutions, 25% private companies, and 
25% government entities. 
From the perspective of this working group, an ontology 
can be thought of as a knowledge representation approach 
that represents key concepts with their properties, 
relationships, rules and constraints. Whereas taxonomies 
usually provide only a set of vocabulary and a single type of 
relationship between terms (usually a parent/child type of 
relationship), an ontology provides a much richer set of 
relationships and also allows for constraints and rules to 
govern those relationships. In general, ontologies make all 
pertinent knowledge about a domain explicit and are 
represented in a computer-interpretable format that allows 
software to reason over that knowledge to infer additional 
information. 
 
Craig Schlenoff is with the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899 USA (phone: 301-975-3456; fax: 
301-990-9688; e-mail: craig.schlneoff@nist.gov).  
 
 
It would be extremely difficult to develop an ontology that 
could cover the entire space of robotics and automation. 
Hence, the working group is structured in such a way as to 
take a bottom-up and top-down approach to address this 
broad domain. This group is comprised of two subgroups 
entitled: Upper Ontology/Methodology (UpOM) and 
Industrial Robots. 
II. UPPER ONTOLOGY/METHODOLOGY SUB-GROUP 
The UpOM group has a goal to address high-level aspects 
for the ontology development, which include, but are not 
limited to: 
 Defining the ontologies to be used; 
 Coordinating the sub-ontologies built by other 
groups; 
 Mediating the communication between the groups; 
 Consolidating the sub-ontologies into a global 
ontology; 
 Evaluating the ontology. 
This group is reusing the concepts and formalisms of 
existing upper level ontologies to build the foundation of the 
upper ontology. The upper level ontology has high-level 
concepts that are linked to those used in the domain 
ontologies. In addition, this group provides support to make 
ontological decisions as transparent as possible in the 
resulting domain ontology. SUMO [1] is an example of a 
high-level ontology that was leveraged for this effort. 
The activities developed by the sub-group, supported by 
the UpOM group, are based on the methodology proposed in 
METHONTOLOGY [2] and consist of the following phases: 
1) Environment Study aims to acquire information on 
the platform to be used, the users, and applications 
where the ontology will be integrated; 
2) Conceptualization provides a conceptual model 
related to the information acquired, including not 
only the concepts identified but also their 
relationships. When a model is mature, it will be 
submitted to the UpOM group to be reviewed; 
3) Formalization and Implementation transforms the 
conceptual model into a computable model using 
OWL (Web Ontology Language); 
4) Evaluate checks the consistency of the ontology; 
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5) Maintenance will be performed whenever 
new/altered/corrected knowledge is inserted into the 
ontology; 
6) Documentation aims to produce a document that will 
be used to modify and/or reuse the ontology a 
posteriori. 
The Industrial Robots subgroup is producing a subdomain 
ontology that will serve as a test case to validate the upper 
ontology and the methodology developed by Upper 
Ontology/Methodology subgroup. Once an initial version of 
the ontology is completed, it will be integrated into the 
overall ontology. During the integration process, as 
overlapping concepts are identified, a formal process will 
determine if these concepts should be merged, if they should 
be separated into two separate concepts, or if some other 
approach should be explored to reconcile them. 
III. INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS SUB-GROUP 
The Industrial Robots subgroup is developing an ontology 
focusing on the manufacturing kitting domain. This was 
chosen to align with an ongoing project at the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to enable robot 
agility in manufacturing kitting operations1. In order to 
maintain compatibility with the IEEE working group, the 
ontology has been fully defined in the Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) [3]. In addition, the ontology was also fully 
defined in the XML schema language [4]. 
The model has two top-level classes, SolidObject and 
DataThing, from which all other classes are derived. 
SolidObject models solid objects, things made of matter. 
DataThing models data.  Each SolidObject A has at least one 
PhysicalLocation (the PrimaryLocation). A PhysicalLocation 
is defined by giving a reference SolidObject B and 
information saying how the position of A is related to B. Two 
types of location are required for the operation of the kitting 
workstation. Relative locations, specifically the knowledge 
that one SolidObject is in or on another, are needed to 
support making logical plans for building kits. 
Mathematically precise locations are needed to support robot 
motion.  
 
The main classes of the ontology include: 
 
 Kitting Workstation 
 Changing Station 
 Large Box With Empty Kit Trays 
 Large Box With Kits 
 Parts Tray With Parts 
 Robot 
 Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) 
 Work Table 
 
1 http://www.nist.gov/el/isd/ms/aprs.cfm 
IV. RECENT EFFORTS 
The most recent efforts of the working group have been 
on the development of the core ontologies for robotics and 
automation (CORA) standard, which focuses on the 
representation of fundamental concepts from which the more 
detailed concepts belonging to other ORA WG ontologies are 
constructed.  
The CORA ontology was proposed to assure an 
unambiguous definition of core notions of robotics and 
related topics. It is based on the ISO 8373:2012 standard, 
developed by the ISO/TC184/SC2 Working Group2, which 
defines, in a natural language, terms that are important in the 
domain of Robotics and Automation (R&A). CORA goes 
beyond this standard by providing a set of formal (machine-
processable) definitions and the relations amongst them. 
Moreover, concepts are defined for the robot itself and its 
interaction with the environment and/or other robots. 
 
A consensus has been reached among the ORA working 
group participants, and the CORA proposed standard is 
expected to be forwarded to the IEEE Standards Association 
to start the balloting process in the October 2014. 
If you are interested in getting involved in the ORA WG, 
please visit https://ieee-sa.centraldesktop.com/p1872public/ 
or contact the chair, Craig Schlenoff 
(craig.schlenoff@nist.gov) or vice chair, Edson Prestes 
(prestes@inf.ufrgs.br). 
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Abstract—Robot navigation comprises three fundamental tech-
nologies to guide a mobile robot to its goal position: localization,
mapping, and path planning. IEEE Map Data Representation
(MDR) working group is developing a standard specification for
representing a map used for robot navigation. The MDR standard
aims to specify a common representation of two-dimensional
maps for indoor and outdoor environments. This report describes
the technical scope of the MDR standard and past activities of
the MDR working group with respect to the MDR standard and
current status thereof.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous robots, operating without guide tracks in un-
controlled environments are becoming common and econom-
ically viable. Robot navigation, which is an essential element
for a mobile robot to be called an autonomous robot, may be
defined as the process of determining and maintaining a course
or a trajectory of a mobile robot to its goal location [1]. As
shown in Figure 1, robot navigation comprises three funda-
mental technologies: localization, mapping, and path planning.
As the figure shows, a robot needs some form of a map to
perform a navigation task.
Complying with a standard for map data representation
makes a vendor’s components more compatible with others
and therefore makes their products more desirable and more
likely to win contracts. Standards compliance is particularly
important in environments with devices from diverse vendors
inter-operating, such as factories and military environments,
where data interchange is a common occurrence. Being able to
both use and provide the common data being shared amongst
such devices is essential.
As can be expected, a common representation of robot
environments brings a few advantages, including easy and
economic exchange of maps, convenient benchmarking, facili-
tation of development and deployment of robotic applications,
facilitation of technology development due to performance
evaluation and technology exchange in terms of the common
data format, and reduction of development and deployment
costs.
The MDR working group has been approved by the IEEE
Robotics & Automation Society (RAS) in July, 2011 to
develop an international standard defining specifications of
map data format. The goal of the MDR standard is to define
a common map data representation (MDR) for robot naviga-
tion and an exchange interface for map data among robots,
computers, and other devices.
Fig. 1. The basic structure of robot navigation.
In what follows, the technical scope of the MDR standard
is described in Section II. Section III describes formation of
the MDR working group and policies and procedures defined
in the MDR working group. Finally, Section IV provides
the current status of MDR standardization activity and future
actions to be made.
II. TECHNICAL SCOPE OF THE MDR STANDARD
Figure 2 shows a block diagram illustrating scenarios of
a map creation use case. As shown in the figure, the map
can be generated by a surveying tool, or given a priori in
the form of a CAD file. Or the map can be generated by
a mobile robot autonomously by using SLAM technology,
for example. Like any other standards, the MDR standard
does not limit the origin of the map, which is related to
various kinds of mapping technologies; on the other hand,
the MDR standard is concerned with encoding of spatial data
so that exchange of maps can be carried out conveniently.
Also, taking into account the industry practices and status of
robot navigation technology, the MDR standard is concerned
with the two-dimensional (2D) maps representing indoor and
outdoor environments. No limit is imposed on the spatial
complexity, geographic scale, or sensor modality.
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Fig. 2. The block diagram illustrating generation and use of a map for robot
navigation.
In the MDR specification, we define a hierarchy of termi-
nologies related to 2D robot maps for indoor and outdoor
environments (see Figure 3). Based on the hierarchy of ter-
minologies, the MDR standard defines a data model for each
element of the hierarchy. To this purpose, a concept of a
local map is introduced, which acts as an abstract base class
representing a metric map or a topological map. LocalMap
data type contains data types for map id, offset, map type, and
coordinate system. Also, LocalMapTransform class is defined
to deal with coordinate transformation between two different
local maps. LocalMapType and CoordinateSystemType com-
plete the LocalMap data type to describe a local metric or
topological map. At this point, it should be noted that the
MDR standard further defines pose uncertainty and coordinate
transformation which are essential for mobile robotics but are
not defined in other similar standards coming from ISO or
OGC, for example.
Fig. 3. The hierarchy of map classes defined in this standard.
Finally, the MDR standard specifies an XML format for
map data exchange. To check validity (or conformance) of the
map with respect to the MDR standard, an XML schema is
defined. Implementation-specific extension of the base MDR
specification includes definition of mdr version, Metadata
(meant for storing meta information related to a map, including
author, email, license, map location, etc.) and MapArray is
intended to store instances of LocalMaps.
Fig. 4. IEEE-SA standards development process.
III. MDR WORKING GROUP
The Standing Committee for Standards Activities (SCSA)
of the IEEE RAS is the technical sponsor of the MDR
working group. The MDR working group submitted a project
authorization request (PAR) to the IEEE-SA and obtains an
approval for the project P1873 Standard for Robot Map Data
Representation for Navigation” in November 2011. Since then
the MDR working group members have been involved in
developing the MDR standard, meeting two times a year at
the conference weeks of ICRA and IROS. The MDR working
group membership is automatically granted for those who
attend the MDR meeting. The membership is granted for the
participant attending at least one meeting of the MDR working
group.
Currently, the MDR working group has two col-
laboration tools: Google group on IEEE RAS MAP
Representation Standard and IEEE-SA central desktop
on 1873 working group (https://ieee-sa.centraldesktop.com/
1873workinggrouppublic/).
IV. CURRENT STATUS AND FURTHER ACTIONS
As of Sept. 2014, the standard abstract data model and
concrete data format are almost defined. Some examples
of APIs and protocols for translating map representations
between the MDR standard and other formats are being
developed. A graphical illustration of a current status of the
MDR standardization is shown in Figure 4. The MDR standard
draft is supposed to be submitted for a sponsor ballot around
the end of 2014.
Once the MDR standard is successfully approved by the
IEEE-SA, MDR standard for three-dimensional maps or se-
mantic maps may be considered as the next item. As usual,
selection of a new project will be determined by taking account
of industry practices and needs.
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Abstract—The paper give an overview of robot standardization 
activities within ISO and IEC. Building from the early work of 
manufacturing robotics in industrial robotics, the work has 
extended to service robots comprising personal care and medical 
robotics. Although the emphasis of the work is on ensuring safety 
the standardization projects include the creation of a harmonized 
vocabulary for robotics and performance and inter-operability 
standards. 
 
Index Terms—ISO-IEC standardization, robot safety, robot 
types, industrial, service and medical robots. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
HE importance of standardization as an enabling process 
in technical innovation is well recognized in helping to 
develop and maintain a global quality culture and even to set 
minimum requirement levels which are acceptable to the 
international market. The requirements presented in 
international standards allow manufacturers to sell their 
products everywhere without having to spend major effort 
modifying them for regional markets. On the other hand, they 
also act as a barrier against low quality or unsafe products 
unable to get certification and CE marking. In this respect 
safety standards are the most important. 
Standards are voluntary, but they can be referred to, 
required by insurers, or incorporated in regulations (which are 
the mandatory rules and laws). There are a variety of standards 
resulting from international, regional, national, and even 
private initiatives and activities. They are generated and 
adopted for specific purposes, but international standards, such 
as those produced by ISO (International Organisation for 
Standardization; www.iso.org) or the IEC (International 
Electrotechnical Commission; www.iec.ch), have the greatest 
weight and are focused upon in this paper. ISO and IEC, in 
fact, consist of a network of national standards bodies, 
representing standardization activities in each country, from 
all regions of the world, working in partnership with 
international organizations such as the United Nations, their 
specialized agencies and the World Trade Organization. 
Significantly, ISO was founded in 1946 by delegates from 25 
countries, began operating in 1947 and has now grown to 162 
countries. The international importance of ISO standards are 
closely followed by IEC standards, which largely focus on 
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electrotechnical issues. The IEC is also well supported 
globally with 82 member countries. The following types of 
standards (in priority rank) form the focus of international 
ISO-IEC standardization groups: 
 
1. Safety standards 
2. Vocabulary standards 
3. Performance standards 
4. Inter-operability (or modularity) standards. 
 
Focusing now on robot standardization, until recently the 
only international robot safety standard which existed was ISO 
10218 (Parts 1 and 2) applying to industrial robots and robot 
systems [1], [2].  Industrial robots have been traditionally 
designed to operate in isolation from humans (in real or virtual 
cages) and human-robot collaboration has been prohibited 
because of safety concerns. Recently there has been an interest 
to develop collaborative modes, but the lack of a safety 
standard for close human-robot interaction has been a 
problem. The situation has been the same for the new service 
robots; but since these are fundamentally designed to allow 
humans and robots to co-exist in the same space at the same 
time, the lack of international safety requirements has been a 
significant barrier. 
In February 2014, ISO 13482 [3] was published as a 
harmonized safety standard for personal care robots aimed at 
applications involving close human-robot interaction as well 
as human-robot contact to provide a variety of services to 
humans for improving quality of life. This represents a major 
advance for the new service robots, but as it is a new standard, 
manufacturers and certification bodies need to become 
familiar with it so as to allow new products to enter the market 
with confidence. For this to happen, the research community 
has a vital role to play as most of the expertise for the new 
service robot domains lies with researchers.  
The rest of the paper will present the different types of robot 
standards and details of the main active robot standardization 
work projects. 
II. TYPES OF ROBOT TYPES AND STANDARDS 
Robotics has traditionally centered on industrial robots for 
manufacturing application since the early robots were 
developed in the 1960s but recently new robot products have 
been emerging to meet the growing demand for providing 
“services”. For specifying safety of robots, there are three 
main robot domains which present the general safety 
requirements for international commercialisation, namely: 
• Industrial robots: these have high power, high precision 
ISO-IEC standardization efforts in robotics 
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defined tasks, designed to be used by skilled staff and 
traditionally designed on the “separate the robot from the 
human” principle in well-defined and controlled work-cell 
environments; they are the muster for powerful robots. 
This category is being extended to collaborative operation 
in semi-structured environments. 
• Personal care robots: these are normally much lower 
power, do not need to be very precise, and are used by lay 
users in unstructured environments to perform a wide 
range of tasks most of which will involve close human-
robot interaction and human-robot contact. These are 
home assistance robots. 
• Medical robots: this is the muster for robots aimed at 
clinical applications, i.e., demonstrating performance 
better or equivalent to existing medical solutions, and 
being regulated under different rules from non-medical 
robots (namely, as medical devices rather than as 
machines). 
Other robot sectors will benefit from these primary 
approaches for defining acceptable specific safety robot 
domain requirements such as driverless cars, unmanned flying 
robots, underwater robots, agriculture robots, etc. The current 
approach adopted in the development of international 
standards is to avoid the proliferation of standards for limited 
specific areas since the actual safety requirement would be 
very similar to each other in terms of causing harm and this 
can be prevented using “a combination of the safety 
requirements” in the three distinct domains described above. 
III. ISO-IEC WORK PROJECTS ON ROBOT STANDARDIZATION 
The main active robot standardization projects are the 
following: 
• ISO TC184/SC2/WG1: Vocabulary and characteristics. 
Convener: Soon-Geul Lee, Korea; robot vocabulary, 
terms and definitions. 
• ISO TC184/SC2/WG3 Industrial robot safety. Convener: 
Pat Davison, RIA, USA; safe human-robot collaboration 
in manufacturing applications. 
• ISO TC184/SC2/WG7 Personal care robot safety. 
Convener: GS Virk, University Gävle/KTH/CLAWAR, 
SE/UK; non-medical service robot safety. 
• ISO TC184/SC2/WG8 Service robots. Convener: 
Seungbin Moon, Korea; performance of service robots. 
• ISO TC184/SC2/JWG9 Safety for medical electrical 
equipment and systems using robotic technology. Joint 
group with IEC TC62/SC62A. Convener: GS Virk; basic 
safety and essential performance of medical equipment 
with a degree of autonomy. 
• ISO TC184/SC2/WG10 Modularity for service robots. 
Convener: GS Virk; Co-conveners, S Yang (China), S 
Park (Korea); hardware and software modular robot 
components.  
• ISO TC199 SG on Safety data for human-machine 
interactions. Convener: Brian Tranter, CLAWAR, UK; 
normative safety related data for humans. 
• IEEE Standard ontology for robotics and automation. 
Convener:  Craig Schlenoff, NIST, USA 
• IEC SC59F/WG5: Surface cleaning appliances.  
Convener:  Sungsoo Rhim, Korea; cleaning performance 
of vacuum cleaning robots. 
 
Of these the Modularity group (WG10) is the newest, and will 
have to consider how to combine different hardware and 
software components together in a manner that is ‘safe’ as 
well as functional. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper has given an overview of how robotic standards are 
evolving globally and described the main ISO-IEC projects in 
robot standardisation.  The focus on producing safety 
standards before products proliferate requires more input from 
the research community than occurs in the majority of other 
standards domains, but is seen as necessary given the general 
complexity of robotic systems.  
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Core Ontology for Robotics and Automation
Edson Prestes and Sandro Rama Fiorini and Joel Carbonera
Abstract— This paper briefly presents the Core Ontology for
Robotics and Automation (CORA), which was developed in the
context of the IEEE Ontologies for Robotics and Automation
Working Group. We discuss the importance of ontologies and
standardization for the domain of Robotics and Automation
and we present the main aims of this initiative. Furthermore,
we present the results of an experiment that was conducted for
testing the effectiveness of applying CORA for representing
knowledge in a scenario that requires the cooperation of
heterogeneous robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advances of Robotics Systems around the globe show
a very promising future where robots and humans will share
the same environment as partners. Robots might work in
factories, malls and airports. Controversially, they might even
be used as lovers, as discussed by Levy [1]. In all cases,
both human and robot should communicate to each other in
order to exchange information. In this scenario, it is a sine
qua non condition that humans and robots share a common
vocabulary with clear and precise definitions of its terms.
An effective way of achieving this goal is to standardize
terminology in the Robotics and Automation (R&A) domain,
as it has been done in the past in other domains [2], [3], [4].
A step forward from simple terminology is to ensure that
agents share a common conceptualization (i.e. knowledge)
about the world. In this paper, we briefly describe a standard
for R&A that specifies domain concepts and relationships as
an ontology.
Ontologies have gained popularity during the last years
in Computer Science. They are information artifacts that
formally represent shared conceptualization about a specific
domain. They specify domain concepts and their meanings;
together with concept relationships and constrains. Together,
these constructs restrict properties and relationships to be
assigned to entities in the domain. Often, ontologies are
created as logical theories that restrict the meaning of a
set of terms modeled as predicates. As such, ontologies are
often used as base for automated reasoning and for ensuring
the semantic interoperability in information sharing between
computer systems.
This paper provides a brief overview of the ontology
developed by the IEEE RAS Ontology for Robotics and
Automation Working Group (IEEE RAS ORA WG). The
ORA WG aims at developing a set of ontologies to standard-
ize the knowledge representation in R&A. These ontologies
will encompass different fields in R&A, including, but is
*This work was supported by CNPq, CAPES and Petrobras PFRH-217
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not limited to, Industrial Robotics, Surgical Robotics and
Service Robotics. To reach this goal, ORA WG developed a
first set of ontologies covering some of the main concepts
and relations in R&A.
II. CORE ONTOLOGY FOR ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION
In July, 2014, ORA WG submitted for approval the first
standard draft to IEEE Standard Association (IEEE SA). The
main contribution is the Core Ontology for Robotics and Au-
tomation (CORA). A core ontology encompasses terms that
appear across the different subdomains of a larger domain. In
the case of CORA, it includes concepts such as robot, robotic
system, robot part, etc. The main role of CORA is to maintain
the consistency among the different sub-ontologies in the
standard. For instance, future ontologies about industrial
and service robotics to be included in the standard shall
commit to the the already existing concepts/definitions in
CORA. Otherwise, inconsistencies and wrong inferences
might appear.
CORA commits itself to the existence of four main notions
in the whole domain of R&A: device, robot, robot group
and robotic system (Figure 1). In brief, CORA defines
robots as devices that exhibit agency (capability of acting
by themselves), including devices ranging from clockwork
robots to autonomous robots. Robots can form robot groups,
which display their own agency. Finally, robots and robot
groups, together with auxiliary equipment, can form robotic
systems, such as robotic manufacturing system (see [5] for
further discussion).
Three other ontologies support CORA: CORAX, RPARTS
and POS. CORA was developed based on SUMO [6] (Figure
1); a top-level ontology that aims at defining the main on-
tological categories describing the world. However, SUMO
does not cover every possible aspect of reality, even when we
restrict ourselves to R&A. At the same time, some parts of re-
ality are too general to be included in CORA. We introduced
the CORAX ontology to address this problem by bridging
parts of SUMO and CORA. In particular, CORAX includes
concepts and relations associated with design, interaction,
and environment, which are not covered in SUMO.
RPARTS is a sub-ontology of CORA that specifies the
notions related to specific kinds of robot parts. This ontology
also includes an ontological design pattern for modeling
robot parts. According to CORA, robots are (agentive)
devices composed of other devices. CORA considers that
(i) it is not possible to determine in advance what kinds of
devices can or cannot be robot parts; and (ii), none of the
instances that can be classified as robot parts are essentially
robot parts, since they can exist by themselves when they
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Fig. 1. Overview of the taxonomy of SUMO and the main CORA concepts
(underlined). The concept Device is a concept of SUMO.
are not connected to a robot (or when they are connected to
other complex devices). Due to this characterization, CORA
defines robot part as a role played by devices while they
are connected to the robot. According to CORA, robot parts
can be: robot sensing parts, robot actuating parts, robot
communicating parts and robot processing parts.
POS is an ontology that extends SUMO and comple-
ments CORA, by specifying the main concepts and relations
underlying the notions of position, orientation and pose.
POS allows to describe positions, orientations and poses
in coordinate systems, which are abstract entities that are
defined in relation to a single reference object. This ontology
also provides means of describing positions and orientations
qualitatively and quantitatively. Regarding the information
about position, in the quantitative case, it can be described
as a position point in a given coordinate system; and, in
the qualitative case, it can be described as a position region
defined as a function of a reference object. Besides these
concepts, POS also specifies other important notions such as
transformation and spatial operator. A detailed discussion
on POS, CORAX and RPARTS can be found in [7], [8].
III. CORA DEVELOPMENT
The development of CORA follows the METHONTOL-
OGY [9] methodology. METHONTOLOGY is a mature
ontology engineering methodology for building ontologies,
specifying a set of activities and techniques to help the
ontology development process. The ORA WG has begun
its work by defining the scope of the main ontologies
that should compose the standard. The necessity of a core
ontology was clear from the beginning, given the vast extent
of the area and the necessity to define some basic notions
that are common to all subareas of R&A. Once the goal
of developing CORA was established, ORA WG started
specifying the sources from which the domain knowledge
could be acquired. The sources that were identified include
existing standards in the domain, textbooks, peer-reviewed
papers, domain experts and other ontologies in the domain.
The main selected source was the ISO/FDIS 8373 document,
elaborated by ISO/TC 182/SC 2.It provides generic terms
defined in natural language, which are common across the
R&A domains (such as robot, joint, actuators, etc). The
ISO/FDIS 8373 standard served as a general direction to
the scope of CORA. Based on terms and definitions from
ISO/FDIS 8373 and knowledge acquired from other sources,
we specified a first taxonomy of concepts and relationships.
Later on, we introduced SUMO in the development, which
helped to further enhance the ontological commitment of the
entities in our ontology. Other valuable source of knowledge
for our project was the Autonomy Levels For Unmanned
Systems (ALFUS) framework [10], which presents an ex-
tensive study on autonomy in unmanned vehicles. In short,
ALFUS states that autonomy is generally dependent on the
degree of human intervention and context, where the latter is
characterized by type of mission and environment. CORA’s
definition of autonomy is closely related to what ALFUS
defines modes of operation for unmanned systems. These
modes stretch from remote controlled to fully autonomous,
representing the degrees of human interaction needed for the
robot to perform its task. After the main concepts of CORA
have been identified and formalized, we implemented the
ontology in SUO-KIF language [6]. This process of knowl-
edge acquisition/formalization/implementation was repeated
a number of times until the group of experts participating
ORA WG agreed on the entities and definitions in CORA.
The other sub-ontologies, such as CORAX, POS, etc., are
sub-products of that process.
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Besides the recent submission of CORA for IEEE SA
appreciation, some current initiatives within the ORA WG
have been focused on developing scenarios for testing the
effectiveness of CORA for knowledge representation in R&A
applications. In [11], Jorge et al. developed a scenario
comprising the use of CORA in a task involving human-robot
and robot-robot interactions. This scenario has three different
actors: a human; a humanoid NAO H25, called manipulator;
and a Pioneer 3DX, called transporter. The goal is to explore
the use of CORA for mediating the interactions among
heterogeneous agents, with different sensors and different
capabilities. In this setting, all communication among these
actors is done through a centralized system, called ontology
server.
In this scenario, the human requests a cargo (i.e., a pen)
to the server. The system checks which agent has the cargo
and send a message to the holder. The holder, which is the
manipulator, informs the system about this. The transporter
robot moves in the environment towards the manipulator and
both align themselves to allow the manipulator to drop the
cargo on the top of transporter. The manipulator then informs
the server that it has dropped the cargo. The transporter
get aware about this fact and moves towards the human.
When transporter aligns itself to the human position, the
human picks up the cargo. All the information shared among
the agents (such as positions, orientations and references to
other agents) through the ontology server was specified in
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accordance to CORA. The task is very simple, however, it
is used as a proof of concept about the use of CORA in a
real scenario. For more details, we refer the reader to [11].
Currently, ORA members are developing other applications
to an industrial scenario. In [8] it is discussed possible tasks
and scenarios in R&A that can take advantage of CORA.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents some basic notions and motivations
behind CORA development. We see CORA as an step
forward in the necessary standardization of R&A domain
given the clear ontological commitments it provides. Also, it
is important to note that CORA is the first standard developed
within IEEE Robotics and Automation Society. We hope that,
once it is approved, CORA is used by all stakeholders in the
development and use of robotic systems.
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Implementation of an Ontology for Industrial Robotics
Stephen Balakirsky and Andrew Price
Abstract— The Industrial Subgroup of the IEEE Robotics
and Automation Society’s Ontologies for Robotics and Automa-
tion Working Group has developed extensions to the group’s
core ontology to support assembly tasks in industrial settings.
At this time, the ontology has focused on kit building, which is a
simple, but relevant subdomain of assembly. This paper focuses
on an implemented system that is designed to take advantage of
the IEEE ontology in order to provide flexibility and agility to
the kit building process. The architecture of the system as well
as the interaction between the running system and the ontology
are discussed. This includes both how real-world knowledge is
entered into the ontology as well as how that knowledge is
extracted and utilized by the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many of today’s robotic arms are capable of obtaining
sub-millimeter accuracy and repeatability. Robots such as
the Fanuc LR Mate 200iD claim ± 0.02 mm repeatability
[11] which has been verified in various publicly viewable
experiments [3] [7]. However, these same systems lack the
sensors and processing necessary to provide a representation
of the workcell in which they reside or of the parts that
they are working with. In fact, according to the International
Federation of Robotics (IFR), over 95% of all robots in use
do not have a sensor in the outer feedback loop. They rely
on fixtures to allow them to be robust in the presence of
uncertainty [4]. This lack of sensing in the outer feedback
loop leads to systems that are taught or programmed to
provide specific patterns of motion in structured workcells
over long production runs. These systems are unable to detect
that environmental changes have occurred, and are therefore
unable to modify their behavior to provide continued correct
operation.
Just-in-time manufacturing and small batch processing
requires changes in the manufacturing process on a batch-
by-batch or item-by-item basis. This leads to a reduction in
the number of cycles that a particular pattern of motion is
useful and increases the percentage of time necessary for
robot teaching or programming over actual cell operation.
This teaching/programming time requires that the cell be
taken off-line which greatly impacts productivity. For small
batch processors or other customers who must frequently
change their line configuration, this frequent downtime and
lack of adaptability may be unacceptable.
Research aimed at increasing a robot’s knowledge and
intelligence has been performed to address some of these
issues. It is anticipated that proper application of this intel-
ligence will lead to more agile and flexible robotic systems.
Stephen Balakirsky and Andrew Price are with the Georgia Tech Re-
search Institute, Atlanta, GA, USA. Stephen.Balakirsky@gtri.gatech.edu,
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Both Huckaby et al. [8] and Pfrommer et al. [10] have
examined the enumeration of basic robotic skills that may
be dynamically combined to achieve production goals. The
EU-funded RObot control for Skilled ExecuTion of Tasks
in natural interaction with humans (ROSETTA) [9] and
Skill-Based Inspection and Assembly for Reconfigurable
Automation Systems (SIARAS) [13] have proposed dis-
tributed knowledge stores that contain representations of
robotic knowledge and skills. The focus of these programs
is to simplify interaction between the user and the robotized
automation system.
The IEEE Robotics and Automation Society’s Ontologies
for Robotics and Automation Working Group (ORA) [12]
has also taken the first steps in creating a knowledge repos-
itory that will allow greater intelligence to be resident on
robotic platforms. The Industrial Subgroup of this working
group has applied this infrastructure to create a sample kit
building ontology. Kit building may be viewed as a simple,
but relevant manufacturing process.
Balakirsky et al. [1] describes the Industrial Subgroup’s
ontology, the knowledge that it contains, and a Planning
Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [6] planning system
that is able to dynamically alter the system’s operation in
order to adapt to variations in its anticipated work flow. The
system does not require a priori information on part locations
(i.e fixturing is not required) and is able to build new kit
varieties without altering the robot’s programming. While
this body of work presents the high-level concepts behind the
workcell, the details of how the ontology is actually utilized
by the system are absent. This paper aims at addressing
this omission by presenting the knowledge flow from the
detected real-world objects into the ontology, and then from
the information contained in the ontology into an executor
that is able to convert high-level abstract commands into
actions that are bound to specific instances of objects in the
world.
This architecture for the system (shown in Figure 1) de-
picts the classic sense, model, act paradigm that is followed
by the workcell. All of the workcell’s activities are controlled
by the Executor which has the responsibilities of validating
each proposed high-level abstract plan step contained in a
Problem Definition Domain Language (PDDL) precomputed
plan file, binding abstract variables contained in the plan step
to actual real-world instances, commanding actions from the
Robot Controller, and verifying that actions were successful.
The Executor is also able to dictate a specific focus of
attention to the sensing system in order to assure that the
world model is accurate and relevant to operations being
performed.
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Fig. 1. The system follows a classic sense, model, act paradigm with the
world model providing information for instance binding.
The organization of the remainder of this paper is as
follows. Section II provides an overview of the PDDL
planning language that is utilized to represent high-level
abstract plans. Section III discusses the detailed operation
of binding specific instances to the abstract plan, Section IV
discusses how PDDL and the ontology are combined in order
to provide verification and validation of actions, and Section
V discusses how simple vision processing techniques are
utilized to populate the ontology. Finally, Section VI presents
conclusions and future work.
II. PDDL
The objective behind domain independent planning is to
formulate a planner that is able to construct plans across
a wide variety of planning domains with no change to the
planning algorithms. The typical problem presented to such
a planner consists of:
• A set of objects,
• A set of predicate expressions that define properties of
objects and relations between objects,
• A set of actions that are able to manipulate the predicate
expressions,
• A set of predicate expressions that constitute a partial
world state and make up the initial conditions,
• A set of problem goals, which are predicate expressions
that are required to be true at the end of a plan.
Several of the items listed above rely on predicate expres-
sions. A sample predicate expression is shown in Figure 2.
predicate expressions may be defined as binary expressions
that contain one or two grounded objects or instances as
arguments and evaluates to a truth value. Individual facts may
be proven by evaluating a predicate expression, or groupings
of predicate expressions that evaluate to a given truth value
may be used to provide a partial definition of the world’s
state. For example, the predicate expresion shown in Figure
2 evaluates to true if the tooling in use by the robot is the
correct tooling for manipulating a part of the given Stock
Sample p r e d i c a t e e x p r e s s i o n :
( t o o l i n g−i s−f o r−SKU ? t o o l i n g ? sku )
Sample a c t i o n :
( : a c t i o n t ake−p a r t
: parameters (
? r o b o t − Robot
? sku − S t o c k K e e p i n g U n i t
? t r a y − Tray
? t o o l i n g − T o o l i n g )
: p r e c o n d i t i o n ( and
(> ( num−p a r t s−in−t r a y ? t r a y ) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 )
( t o o l i n g−i s−f o r−SKU ? t o o l i n g ? sku )
( t o o l i n g−empty ? t o o l i n g )
: e f f e c t ( and
( d e c r e a s e ( num−p a r t s−in−t r a y ? t r a y ) 1 )
( not ( t o o l i n g−empty ? t o o l i n g ) )
( p a r t−loc−r e f−t o o l i n g ? p a r t ? t o o l i n g )
( not ( p a r t−loc−r e f−t r a y ? p a r t ? t r a y ) )
)
Fig. 2. Sample PDDL syntax for predicate expressions and action
definitions.
Keeping Unit (SKU) type. Note that this predicate is true if
the tooling works for a given type or class of part and does
not bind the plan to a particular instance of such a part.
Predicate expressions may be used for preconditions (ex-
pressions that must be true for an action to be executed)
as well as effects (expressions that are expected to become
true as the result of an action). If an action, as shown in
the bottom half of Figure 2, is defined as a fully-instantiated
operator, then the job of the planner is to formulate a sequen-
tial list of valid actions, referred to as a valid plan, which
will cause the set of predicate expressions that represent the
initial state to transition to the set of predicate expressions
that satisfies the problem’s goals.
III. INSTANCE BINDING
As shown in the architecture of Figure 1, the Executor
reads a plan file that contains a series of abstract PDDL
actions and works with the system’s World Model to for-
mulate concrete commands to be executed by the Robot
Controller. The World Model contains tables that have been
automatically constructed from the ontology, and populated
by the sensor processing system.
As shown in Figure 2, each PDDL action contains a set of
parameters that are of specific types. These types correspond
to classes in the IEEE RAS ORA Industrial Ontology, and
the instances of these classes are represented in the World
Model. The class relationships from the ontology combined
with the properties of actual instances may be utilized to bind
the action to an actual instance of a class and to extract the
information necessary to send concrete actions to the Robot
Controller.
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Fig. 3. Depiction of the Tray class from the ontology. This class contains
information on the location of the tray, the general class of parts contained
in the tray, and the locations of specific part instances.
Fig. 4. Depiction of the PointType class from the ontology. This is a Level
0 class that has all of its properties as fundamental types (all floating point
numbers). The class contains information on the spatial location of a point
in 3-dimensional space.
A. World Model Construction
Classes in the ontology may extend other classes from the
ontology as well as contain properties that are also classes.
This may be seen in Figure 3 where the class TrayType in-
herits from the class PartsVesselType and contains 0 or more
instances of PartType as well as a PhysicalLocationType.
Since these types are not fundamental types, they may be
further decomposed into additional types. For example, the
PhysicalLocationType is implemented as a PoseLocationType
which contains one PointType and two VectorTypes. Classes
that only contain properties that project to fundamental types
are known as Level 0 classes since no further projections
are possible. Once such class is the PointType class and is
depicted in Figure 4.
Each class from the ontology is given its own data table
in the World Model. However, in order to assure that the
database is in 3rd normal form, only a class’s properties that
project to fundamental elements and references to contained
classes (and their table entries) are included in the columns
of the table. Only Level 0 classes contain no columns which
reference other tables. Individual instances of each class
become the rows of the table. 3rd normal form prevents
duplicate information in the database and assures that it is
possible to search over all of the information,
B. Example of Instance Binding
This subsection will provide an example of how the
ontology and World Model are utilized to perform one of the
main tasks in building a kit. That task is retrieving a part from
a part’s tray to place in the kit. As shown in Figure 2,this
action is referred to as take-part and it relies on the classes
of StockKeepingUnit, Tray, and Tooling from the ontology.
A representation of the Tray class may be seen in Figure 3.
In order to take a part from the tray, the system must first
find a specific part instance that exists in the tray and must
then find that part’s location in world coordinates so that the
robot may be commanded to move to the correct position
for picking the part.
The fist step in this process is to identify a particular
instance of the part for retrieval. The existence of such a
part may be verified by checking the PartQuantity property
of the part tray. If this value is greater than zero, a query may
be performed on the Parts table to return all parts that are
both of the SKU being sought and have a reference pointer
which points to the instance of the part tray.
Fig. 5. A rendering of workcell. The robot is equipped with a tool changer
and is tasked with building a kit from various trays of parts. No fixtures
are utilized for part placement, which may occur at any point within the
reach-space of the robot.
Reference pointers are utilized to allow local measure-
ments of item locations to be performed as well as to allow
for reasoning in the ontology. Figure 5 depicts our typical
workcell arrangement while Figure 6 displays the hierarchy
of coordinate frames. With this arrangement, a particular
part instance would be identified from the tray, and this
part would be located in the World Model with respect to
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Fig. 6. A rendering of the coordinate system hierarchy that is specified in
the ontology. The tri-color shapes represent the coordinate frames and the
yellow lines are the reference pointers to parent frames. The inset region
shows the underlying tree structure, while the main window shows the
database objects in the workspace.
the tray. In turn, the tray would be located with respect to
the table, and the table would be located with respect to
the workcell itself. This workcell frame acts as the global
coordinate system. By following this chain of references, the
global location of the part may be determined.
The location of the part is one critical piece of information
that is necessary for picking the particular part instance.
Other information that is required includes the gripper that
should be used to pick the part, and the precise grasp
locations that are available for part gripping. Once again, all
of this information is described in the ontology and available
for the Executor to use through tables in the World Model.
IV. ACTION VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
While world model information is used to ground move-
ments of the robot to specific object instances, it is also
utilized to validate that command execution is possible and
to verify that commands were successful. As shown in Figure
2, each command contains a block of preconditions and a
block of effects. These blocks are composed of Predicate
Expressions that may be evaluated directly from information
in the World Model database.
For the preconditions, the predicate expressions may be
examined and verified directly from the information that
is encoded in the ontology. For example, the precondition
shown in Figure 2 that refers to the number of parts in the
tray may be directly verified from the PartsVessleType table.
For the Effects, the information described in the Predicate
Expressions is used to set the focus of attention of the sensor
processing system so that the various items may be verified
through inspection. For example, the Predicate Expression
shown in Figure 2 that refers to the tooling not be empty
is designed to verify that a successful grasp occurred. This
may be verified by directing the sensor processing system to
verify that the tooling is indeed not empty.
V. INSTANCE UPDATES
The World Model database is grounded through the use
of an external vision system. This subsystem is responsible
for pushing updates to the planning and execution systems
by way of the database, and is also responsible for action
verification. After rectifying and balancing an incoming
image from a tripod-mounted camera, the computer vision
system leverages the following techniques to push updates
to the database server.
• For this experimental setup, surrogate parts trays are
created by printing part outlines and fiducial markers
onto paper sheets. Each tray is represented in the
ontology as a collection of slots and fiducial tags. The
position and content of each tag is stored in the system,
and the whole collection of tags for a given tray is
tracked as a rigid body, providing more stable position
and orientation data, as well as robustness to occlusions
(a frequent occurrence when the robot is manipulating
parts). Figure 7 shows the 6DOF location of the origin
of parts and kit trays as 3D axes projected into the
camera view. Image processing for this component is
provided by the ALVAR library [15].
• In the current system, parts can be detected (but not
identified) by means of elementary image processing
techniques, including HSV-space thresholding, basic
morphological operations, and connected components
determination. In Figure 7, detected parts are shown
with red bounding boxes. These tools are easily avail-
able in the OpenCV library [2]. Interested readers
should refer to Chapters 2.3 and 3.3 of [14] for more
information.
• Gears can be identified via keypoint extraction and
histogram clustering. A sub-window is computed from
the part detection mask, and SURF features are cal-
culated over the region. These features are clustered
and histogrammed to create a single feature for the
image window, following the typical Bag-of-Words
classification approach [5]. Finally, a set of Support
Vector Machine classifiers, pre-trained on a small (c.
200 hand-labeled images) dataset, is used to categorize
the detection region as one of the model classes. Again,
these features are available through OpenCV. For a fu-
ture implementation, a model-based wireframe tracking
system is being investigated to perform both matching
and tracking.
Once the location of a particular gear instance is identi-
fied, it may be updated in the database. At this time, the
reference pointer to a parent object is updated not through
the vision system, but through the effects clauses of the
PDDL action. In other words, the vision system only updates
object positions while respecting the existing reference frame
hierarchy’s topology.
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Fig. 7. Vision subsystem identifying and locating parts trays and present
gears.
VI. FUTURE WORK
While we have successfully put together all of the individ-
ual pieces of this system, we have not yet run a fully closed
loop demonstration. This represents our short-term goal for
the project where a user will be able to place trays of parts
and a kit anywhere within the reach-space of the robot and
the robot will assemble the correct kit.
Improvements are also planned for each of the individual
subsystems ranging from the automatic determination of
part-to-part relationships (the reference pointers of the parts),
to enhancing the database and Executor to take advantage of
the fact that the PDDL commands are also represented in
the ontology.
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An Ontology for Orthopedic Surgery
Paulo J. S. Gonc¸alves
Abstract—This paper presents the current developments of
an ontology for orthopedic surgery (OROSU), based on the
Core Ontology for Robotics and Automation (CORA). CORA
was developed by the Ontologies for Robotics and Automation
Working Group, under the scope of the IEEE Robotics and
Automation Society. OROSU is developed based on the biomed-
ical ontologies that already exist, and proposes a framework
to represent robotic and orthopedic surgery knowledge, to be
used directly by humans (surgeons, nurses, technicians, and so
on), working with robots. Examples are shown of the OROSU,
applied to Hip Surgery surgical procedures.
I. INTRODUCTION
The biomedical field assisted, in the past decades, signifi-
cant efforts towards standardization of: data, vocabularies,
surgical procedures, and so on. These efforts, are really
challenging and undertake a tedious work, due to the huge
amount of specialities in the biomedical field. This fact is
also an important issue when we focus on the orthopedic
field [2].
In surgery, several goals must be achieved, e.g., safety,
efficiency, and nowadays a cost effective solution should be
seek. These goals led to the introduction of robots in surgery
[1]. Today, these machines, teleoperated by humans, can help
in navigation, and can also reduce the surgeon hand tremor.
With the use of robots in surgery, less invasive, more precise,
and cleaner surgical procedures, can be achieved.
This paper is focused on the presentation of a knowledge
model for orthopedic robotic surgery, using ontologies. From
this narrow field, a bottom up approach can be used to obtain
the knowledge from both, medical and robotic fields. In other
words, the ontology for orthopedic robotic surgery (OROSU)
must be obtained from ontologies and standards on related
fields.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II, presents
the Ontology for Orthopedic Surgery. Section III, presents
examples of reasoning results, based on the ontology. The
paper ends with section IV, where some conclusions are
drawn.
II. THE ONTOLOGY FOR ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Conceptual knowledge was modelled using ontologies, in
[7], with special focus on Computer Aided Surgery. There,
the authors developed Surgical Ontologies for Computer
Assisted Surgery (SOCAS), based on the General Formal
Ontology (GFO) [6]. Current research on this subject aims
to apply such models in the operating room, that allows the
integration of robotic ontologies during surgery.
Paulo J. S. Gonc¸alves, is with LAETA, IDMEC, Instituto Superior
Te´cnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Lisboa, and Polytechnic Institute of
Castelo Branco, Portugal. paulo.goncalves@ipcb.pt
Robotics development is pushing robots to closely interact
with humans on real world unconstrained scenarios, that
surely complicate robot tasks. For that, standardization and a
common understanding of concepts in the domains involved
with robots, humans and its workplaces, should be pursued.
Taking this in mind, IEEE started to gather knowledge
from experts in academia and industry to develop ontologies
for robotics and automation, e.g., for the Core Robotics
domain [8], industrial and service robots. The later with
special interest to robotic surgery. As presented above, in
[5] is presented the interconnections between ontologies and
standards to obtain useful standardized systems to speed-up
robotic development.
In [3] was presented the implementation guidelines, and
first results, for a robotic orthopedic ontology, with appli-
cation to a surgical procedure for hip resurfacing. Existing
ontologies from the medical and the robotics fields were
mapped in the OROSU ontology [2], and are considered
to be the main sources of content that cover almost the
knowledge needed to develop the ontology for orthopedic
robotic surgery.
Figure 1, depicts the SUMO and CORA ontology parts,
used in the development of OROSU. Some intra and pre-
operative actions, presented in figure 2, reveal in which cases
Surgical Devices and/or Algorithms can be used.
Fig. 2. Examples of pre- and intra-operative actions during orthopedic
surgery.
III. REASONING RESULTS
Based on the actions defined in the OROSU ontology,
applied to Hip Resurfacing Surgery [4], reasoning results
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Fig. 1. The link between SUMO, CORA and OROSU ontologies.
obtained using prote´ge´, are presented. For this, the reasoner
HermiT was used.
Figure 4 depicts reasoning results, using the ontology, to
obtain:
• the classes, in which, SUMO:Device are used during the
reported application example;
• the instances that implement such devices, e.g., the
CORA:SemiAutonomousRobot – KUKAlwr1.
Examples of algorithms that can be applied to the spa-
tialthing class, such as PointCloud and/or a Pose, are de-
picted in figure 3. The later can be referenced to several
frames, e.g., to the Operating Room, or CT reference frames.
Fig. 3. Examples of algorithms that can be applied to the spatialthing
class.
Fig. 4. Examples of SUMO:Device classes and instances that can be used
in orthopedic surgery.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Ontologies allow a perfect combination of surgical pro-
tocols, machine protocols, anatomical ontologies, and med-
ical image data. With those, surgeons can perform surgical
navigation with anatomical orientation, using state-of-the-art
control architectures of robots, defined in the ontology.
In conclusion, the paper presented reasoning results for a
domain specific ontology for robotic orthopedic surgery, i.e.,
Hip Surgery. Those results, enhanced the use of Imaging
components during surgery, and have showed no inconsis-
tencies in the developed framework.
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I. GENERIC AND DOMAIN-SPECIFIC ONTOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT  
Ontologies are considered to be a winning modelling 
approach in human–machine collaboration, regarding 
cognition and knowledge-sharing. An ontology can serve 
as a communication middle-layer between humans and 
robots. Classically, core-level and sub-level ontologies 
are distinguished, and this latter can be built based on 
certain tasks or applications [1]. Most recently, the IEEE 
RAS Ontologies for Robotics and Automation Working 
Group (ORA WG) presented a notable effort to provide a 
consensus-based core ontology in the domain. Their aim 
was to link existing ISO, IEC, etc. standards and current 
research efforts and new regulatory frameworks to a 
generic Robotics and Automation Ontology [2]. The 
ORA WG is comprised of over 50 members, representing 
over twenty countries—a cross-section of industry, 
academia and government. The group has spent over 
three years to prepare a first version (P1872/D2 Draft 
Standard for Ontologies for Robotics and Automation) 
that is now being evaluated by invited experts, 
organizations and the IEEE SA Standards Board. The 
ontologies developed by the ORA WG are intended to be 
merged in a broad ontology that can be further extended 
for cover specific applications in R&A. The goal of the 
work group is also to coordinate the standardization 
efforts with other groups to facilitate more effective 
information sharing, while achieving wider impact and 
user-base [3]. 
To truly support the community, numerous sub-domain 
ontologies are planned by the ORA WG to be linked to 
the core ontology. These are developed by dedicated 
international teams. One existing sub-group is focusing 
on the service robotic domain and the relationship among 
concepts such that humans and robots can interact to 
perform tasks in any environment. The complete family 
of the ORA will ensure a common understanding among 
members of the community and facilitating more efficient 
integration and data transfer. 
II. THE PROCESS OF ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT  
The fundamental objective of domain-specific 
ontology development is to identify, develop and 
document the common terms and definitions within a 
sub-field, so that they can serve as a common reference 
for the R&D community. It needs to be completed at a 
very sophisticated way to fulfil its goals, since only high-
quality ontologies can be hoped to become cornerstones of 
the community effort. High quality, high profile 
ontologies are called Exemplary Ontologies 
(http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/ /Ontology:Main). 
The general methodology for building ontologies specifies 
certain modelling principles that need to be followed in 
order to assure that the finished tool commits to the shared 
knowledge. It needs to ensure the mutual agreement 
among stakeholders, and increase the potential of reuse of 
the knowledge, allowing smooth data integration upward 
and downward as well. When it is targeted to develop 
exemplary ontologies, the following attributes need to be 
considered [4]:  
 the ontology must be well designed for its purpose; 
 shall include explicitly stated requirements; 
 must meet all and for the most part, only the intended 
requirements; 
 should not make unnecessary commitments or 
assumptions; 
 should be easy to extend to meet additional 
requirements; 
 it reuses prior knowledge bases as much as possible; 
 there is a core set of primitives that are used to build 
up more complex parts; 
 should be easy to understand and maintain; 
 must be well documented. 
An important issue towards a united robot ontology is 
the implementation of it, determined by its modularity, 
reusability and flexibility. The ORA WG thus decided to 
use Ontology Web Language (OWL, 
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features) because of its 
popularity in the community, and for the number of tools 
and reasoning engines available with it. Besides, OWL 
provides additional vocabulary, and facilitates greater 
machine interoperability of Web content. Accordingly, all 
sub-domain ontologies are expected to follow this 
convention.  
Another important issue is the maintenance and 
curation of these ontologies, since the knowledge of each 
represented domain is expected to get enlarged 
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significantly over the next couple of years. For this, 
several methodologies exist, typically referred to as 
ontology life cycle management [5, 6].  
III. BUILDING A SUB-DOMAIN ONTOLOGY 
The next step of the community is to set up the teams, 
and define more precisely the concepts of the RAS 
knowledge representation in the sub-domains. These 
groups will be developing the sub-ontologies, e.g., for the 
field of surgical robotics. It is essential during the 
particular process affecting the medical domain to: 
 ensure common understanding both among members 
of the engineering and clinical community; 
 facilitate efficient data integration from medical 
ontologies (e.g., OGMS – Ontology for General 
Medical Science, or Open Clinical); 
 facilitate efficient component integration; 
 facilitate more efficient information transfer among 
medical electrical equipment and robotic systems. 
There have been some examples of medical robotic 
ontologies, including the REHABROBO-ONTO (Sabanci 
University) [7], the Surgical Workflow  Ontology  
(SWOnt) [8], the Surgical Ontologies for Computer 
Assisted Surgery (SOCAS) concepts (Leipzig University) 
[9] or the European Robotic Surgery FP7 project 
(http://eurosurge.eu/). To our knowledge, there are two 
narrower sub-domain ontologies within the field [10]:  
 Neurosurgery Robotic Ontology (NRO) 
o Lead by Politechnico di Milano; 
o Both for pre-op and intra-op phases; 
o Definition of domain’s concepts (classes) by 
textbooks and interviews with surgeons;  
o Hierarchical organization of concepts, concept 
attributes, restrictions and relations among 
concepts (properties) 
o Definition of instances of concepts and population 
of the ontology. 
 Total Hip Replacement Surgery Ontology 
o Coordinated by Polytechnic Institute of Castelo 
Branco / Technical University of Lisbon 
o Developed as part of HIPROB & ECHORD 
projects ( www.echord.info/wikis/website/hiprob; 
www.echord.info/wikis/website/home). 
Due to the sensitivity of the surgical domain, a more 
delicate ontology construction strategy is proposed, 
building on existing best practices [11]:   
 Strategy with respect to the specialty of the 
application domain: taking into consideration the 
interdisciplinary domain requirements; 
 Relying on the core ontology: identifying the 
interfaces and respecting the P1872 [12]; 
 Employing one overall strategy to identify concepts; 
o from the most concrete to the most abstract 
(bottom-up); 
o from the most abstract to the most concrete (top-
down) or 
o from the most relevant to the most abstract and 
most concrete (middle-out); 
 Life cycle proposal: choosing one best practice 
approach, e.g.:  
o ontology development process based on IEEE 
1075-1995 Standard for Software Development 
Process or 
o IEEE 1074-1997 IEEE Standard for Developing 
Software Life Cycle Processes. 
IV. FUTURE WORK 
It is believed that the proper approach towards ontology 
engineering will lead to a set of mid-level and sub-domain 
ontologies truly useful and applicable to the current 
cognitive robotics research, particularly in the domain of 
service robots and medical robots within. The ORA WG is 
about to set up a dedicated WG to investigate and develop 
the relevant sub-domain ontology for surgical robot and 
computer-integrated surgical systems with the active 
support of the global research community.  
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Ontological Query Answering about Rehabilitation Robotics
Zeynep Dogmus Volkan Patoglu Esra Erdem
Abstract— We introduce a novel method to answer natural
language queries about rehabilitation robotics, over the formal
ontology REHABROBO-ONTO. As part of our method, 1) we
design and develop a novel controlled natural language for
rehabilitation robotics, called REHABROBO-CNL; 2) we intro-
duce translations of queries in REHABROBO-CNL into SPARQL
queries, utilizing a novel concept of query description trees; 3)
we use an automated reasoner to find an answer to the SPARQL
query. To facilitate the use of our method by experts, we develop
an intelligent, interactive query answering system, and make it
available on the cloud.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first formal ontology about rehabilitation robotics,
called REHABROBO-ONTO, has been recently designed and
developed in OWL (Web Ontology Language) [1], [2], and
made available on the cloud [3], [4], with the goal of facilitat-
ing access to various kinds of information about the existing
rehabilitation robots. Indeed, such a formal ontology allows
rehabilitation robotics researchers to learn various properties
of the existing robots and access to the related publications
to further improve the state-of-the-art. Physical medicine
experts also can find information about rehabilitation robots
and related publications to better identify the right robot for
a particular therapy or patient population. Such requested
information can be obtained from REHABROBO-ONTO by
expressing the requested information as queries.
With this motivation, we introduce novel methods for rep-
resenting and answering queries about rehabilitation robots
over REHABROBO-ONTO in such a way that the queries
are expressed in natural language and their answers are
obtained using the state-of-the-art automated reasoners over
REHABROBO-ONTO. To facilitate the use of our methods
by experts, we develop an intelligent, interactive query
answering system, and make it available on the cloud via
Amazon web services.
A longer version of this paper will appear in Proceedings
of the Sixth International Conference on Knowledge Engi-
neering and Ontology Development [5].
II. METHOD
Our method for answering natural language queries about
rehabilitation robots consists of the following four stages.
This work is partially supported by Sabanci University IRP Grant and
TUBITAK Grant 111M186.
Z. Dogmus, V. Patoglu, E. Erdem are with Faculty of Engi-
neering and Natural Sciences, Sabancı University, I˙stanbul, Turkey
{zeynepdogmus,esraerdem,vpatoglu}@sabanciuniv.edu
A. Expressing queries in natural language
To overcome the ambiguities in the vocabulary and gram-
mar of natural languages, we design and develop a novel
controlled natural language (CNL), called REHABROBO-
CNL, for representing queries about rehabilitation robots. By
this way, the users are not required to be familiar with the
underlying formal query language to be used with automated
reasoners. Here is a sample query in REHABROBO-CNL:
What are the robots that target some shoul-
der movements with actuation=’electrical’ and
(with transmission=’cable drive’ or with transmis-
sion=’direct drive’)?
A CNL is a subset of a natural language with a re-
stricted vocabulary and grammar. A part of the grammar of
REHABROBO-CNL is shown in Table I. The italic functions
in the grammar are used to extract relevant information
from REHABROBO-ONTO. These ontology functions are
described in Table II.
A CNL can be viewed as a formal language and thus
can be converted into a logic-based formalism required for
automated reasoning. We introduce methods for parsing and
translating natural language queries in REHABROBO-CNL
into formal SPARQL queries [6].
B. Parsing REHABROBO-CNL queries as trees
Parsing a REHABROBO-CNL query utilizes a novel tree
structure, called a Query Description Tree (QDT). A QDT
is a rooted, directed tree that consists of five types of nodes:
• root-node: Represents the sort of the query.
• that-node: Represents a relative clause beginning with
“that”.
• with-node: Represents a relative clause beginning with
“with”.
• and-node: Represents a conjunction.
• or-node: Represents a disjunction.
Every root/that/with-node characterizes a phrase and a
type/instance. An and/or-node cannot be a leaf. For each
path from the root node to a leaf node, there can be at most
one and-node and one or-node. With-nodes are leaves only.
That-node has one child only.
For instance, consider the REHABROBO-CNL query pre-
sented in the previous section. The QDT for this query is
presented in Figure 1.
C. Translating QDTs into SPARQL queries
The QDT representing the query, in fact, represents a
concept. While creating a query, we define a new concept
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TABLE I: The Grammar of REHABROBO-CNL
QUERY → WHATQUERY QUESTIONMARK
WHATQUERY → What are the Type() GENERALRELATION
GENERALRELATION → SIMPLERELATION NESTEDRELATION∗
SIMPLERELATION → (that RELATIVECLAUSE)+
SIMPLERELATION → WITHRELATION
NESTEDRELATION → (and ((LP SIMPLEDISJUNCTION RP) — SIMPLECONJUNCTION))∗
SIMPLEDISJUNCTION → (SIMPLERELATION or)∗ SIMPLERELATION
SIMPLECONJUNCTION → (SIMPLERELATION and)∗ SIMPLERELATION
RELATIVECLAUSE → V erb() (some | all | the) Type()
WITHRELATION → with Noun() EQCHECK V alue()+
QUESTIONMARK → ?
TABLE II: The Ontology Functions
Type() Returns the types that correspond to concept names. They are: Robots, movements, users, publications and metrics.
V erb() Returns the verbs that correspond to object properties between concepts. Returns both active and passive forms of these verbs. Active forms
of these verbs are: Target, evaluate, reference, own.
root-node
that-node
with-node
“What are the robots”
“that target some shoulder movements”
“with actuation=’electrical’ ”
and-node
or-node
with-node
“with transmission=’cable drive’ ”
with-node
“with transmission=’direct drive’ ”
Fig. 1: Tree representation of the sample query.
and search for its instances. Retrieved instances that fit
our description are the answers to our query. Therefore,
by a depth-first traversal of a QDT (Algorithm 1), we can
represent the corresponding concept formally. For instance,
the QDT in Figure 1 characterizes the following Description
Logics (DL) concept:
Robot u ∃targets.ShoulderMovementsu
∃actuation.{electrical}u
(∃transmission.{cabledrive}unionsq
∃transmission.{directdrive}).
To obtain a SPARQL concept from a DL concept, we
utilize some of the existing translations in related publica-
tions, such as [8] and [7]. We also introduce some novel
transformations, for inverse roles, complement and universal
restrictions. Some transformation examples are shown in
Table III. The transformations without a citation are the novel
transformations. By these transformations, for instance, the
DL concept above can be transformed into the following
SPARQL concept:
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:ShoulderMovements.
?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’electrical’.
{?movement1 rr:has_Transmission ’cable drive’.}
UNION
{?movement1 rr:has_Transmission ’direct drive’.}
After we transform a DL concept into a SPARQL concept,
we can construct a SPARQL query as follows. We start with
a PREFIX part and we declare the namespace (the location
of an ontology on the Web) of REHABROBO-ONTO. Next,
we continue with a SELECT clause, where we specify to
display the names of the instances to the users. After that,
we include the SPARQL concept:
PREFIX rdf: <http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rr: <http://.../RehabOnto.owl#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?name WHERE {
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
<SPARQL concept>
}
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TABLE III: DL to SPARQL Transformation Examples
Constructor DL SPARQL
Concept [7] Robot ?x rdf:type ns:RehabRobots.
Role [8] targets ?x ns:targets ?y.
Complement ¬∃name.{AssistOn}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?x ns:has Name ’AssistOn’.
}
Inverse Role ∃targets−.Robot ?x ns:targets ?y.
?x rdf:type ns:RehabRobots.
Existential Restriction [8] ∃targets.ShoulderMovements ?x ns:targets ?y.
?y rdf:type ns:ShoulderMovements.
Universal Restriction ∀reference.Robot
?x rr:reference ?y.
?y rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?x rr:reference ?y2.}
?y2 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.}
D. Answering SPARQL queries using PELLET
Once we obtain a SPARQL query, we can use the descrip-
tion logics reasoner PELLET [9] to find answers to queries,
through the Jena framework.
E. An interactive, intelligent user-interface
We design and develop an interactive, intelligent user-
interface to guide users to express their natural language
queries about rehabilitation robots in REHABROBO-CNL,
and to present the answers to their queries with links to
detailed information.
The main user interface for querying includes a drop-
down list, showing the possible ways to begin a query. Then,
according to the user’s choices, it provides different types
of features. It provides auto-completion to help users enter
values for nouns that correspond to data properties of type
string. If the user should choose a concept among a hierarchy,
then it displays an accordion view and enables the user to
click on the option s/he wants. In addition, it allows multiple
selection of values for relational properties. For functional
properties, user is able to select multiple items for inequality.
User can choose a number of options among “less than or
equal”, “more than or equal”, “equal” and “not equal” while
entering values for a data property of type integer or float.
Figure 2 illustrates some parts of constructing the query
“What are the robots that target some wrist movements with
actuation=’series elastic’?” with this interface.
The system is available on the cloud via Amazon web
services.1
1http://ec2-54-228-52-230.eu-west-1.
compute.amazonaws.com/rehabrobo/
III. RELATED WORK
There are ontology systems, like QACID [10], Power-
Aqua [11], FREyA [12], with natural language interfaces.
These systems also take natural language queries, translate a
query into a SPARQL query, and use a query engine to find
an answer over specified ontologies. However, these systems
are restricted to simple forms of queries (e.g., that do not
involve negation, disjunction or relative clauses). Our query
language and query answering methods allow more complex
forms of queries.
To eliminate the ambiguity of natural language queries
and to allow a larger variety of queries [13], [14] consider
CNLs. Our work is similar to these related work since we
also consider queries in a CNL, but we target a different
domain and more general forms of queries (e.g., that involve
negations, quantifiers, or nested clauses).
IV. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a novel method to answer natural
language queries about rehabilitation robotics, over the first
formal rehabilitation robotics ontology REHABROBO-ONTO.
We have developed an intelligent, interactive query answer-
ing system, using Semantic Web technologies, and deployed
it on the cloud via Amazon web services. Our ongoing
work involves evaluation of this system by both rehabilitation
engineers and physical medicine experts.
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Algorithm 1: transform
Input : A tree T representing the concept that the user
described
Output: A DL concept description Q that represents
the concept in T
// n.class denote associated class of a node n
// n.children denote children of a node n
Q← ∅;
n← first (root) node in T ;
if n is a root-node then
Q← Q u n.class;
foreach child node c ∈ n.children do
Q← Q u transform(c);
else if n is a that-node then
Q← Q u transformThatNode(n);
else if n is a with-node then
Q← Q u transformWithNode(n);
else if n is an and-node OR n is an or-node then
tempQ← ∅;
foreach child node c ∈ n.children do
if n is an and-node then
tempQ← tempQ u transform(c);
else
tempQ← tempQ unionsq transform(c);
Q← Q u (tempQ);
return Q
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Towards a Standard for Grounding Symbols for Robotic Task Ontologies
Chris Paxton, Jonathan Bohren, Gregory D. Hager
Abstract— We discuss the “symbol grounding problem” in
the development of robotic tasks and how different types of
grounding can affect the generality of automatic planning and
recognition algorithms. Grounding is the mechanism through
which task symbols get associated with concrete meanings and
effects on the world. We discuss the implications of different
strategies when grounding symbols in robotic task models.
In practice, the extent to which a symbol is grounded lies
on a continuum between “implict” and “explicit” grounding.
Implicitly grounded symbols are those which have requirements
and effects that are not represented in the symbol system. This
can occur when the effects of a symbol are only determined
by the result of executing an opaque action or because the
task model is constructed from a set of simple rules that lack
the expressiveness to wholly capture the task requirements.
Alternatively, symbols can be explicitly grounded by describing
their requirements and effects on the world in terms of real
physical quantities. Such grounding enables a system to better
reason about physical entities in the world, their properties, and
their behavior. This approach comes with its own limitations,
due to increased complexity and difficulty creating accurate
models. We discuss a handful of different grounding approaches
in terms of a case study with a simulated multi-arm manip-
ulation task. These considerations will help develop standards
of grounding for task ontologies and describe how robust they
make a given task model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The artificial intelligence and task planning communi-
ties have made great strides in developing formalisms and
frameworks for symbolically modeling complex concepts.
However, building grounded symbolic knowledge for such
systems in the context of unstructured robotic applications
is still a challenging and often poorly-defined task. A large
part of this challenge is finding a balance between the
ease with which a task can be specified and the generality
of the model of that task in practice. The way in which
symbols are grounded becomes even more significant when
trying to learn such symbolic models from demonstration
since it necessitates systems which can provide the needed
contextual and relational information.
We discuss a handful of different grounding approaches in
terms of a case study with a simulated multi-arm manipula-
tion task. In this context, symbol grounding is the mechanism
through which task symbols get associated with concrete
meanings and effects on the world. In practice, the extent
to which a symbol is grounded lies on a continuum between
“implicit” and “explicit” grounding. This continuum is based
on ideas related to the “symbol grounding problem” in
cognitive science as described by Harnad [1]. In that context,
the symbol grounding problem” characterizes the challenges
C. Paxton, J. Bohren, and G. D. Hager are from the Department of
Computer Science, Johns Hopkins University, 3400 N. Charles St. Bal-
timore, MD 21218-2686, USA (email: {cpaxton3@jhu.edu, jbo@jhu.edu,
hager@cs.jhu.edu}).
Fig. 1: Two simulated Barrett WAM arms after handing off
a ring between two pegs in our example task. Image shows
coordinate frames for objects, waypoints, and grasp points.
in representing the underlying meaning of cognitive symbols.
Harnad also emphasizes that grounding of a symbol is a
systematic property, and that “an isolated (‘modular’) chunk
cannot be symbolic” [1]. As such, the amount and specificity
to which a symbol is described and related to other symbols
represents another dimension in which grounding can vary.
We define implicitly grounded symbols as those which
have requirements and effects which only poorly approxi-
mate the “true” meaning of the symbols. In this case, the
“true” meaning is that which is intended by a human de-
signer. Symbols can be implicitly grounded when the effects
of a symbol are only determined by the result of executing
an opaque action or because the task model is constructed
from a set of simple rules that lack the expressiveness to
wholly capture the task requirements.
Alternatively, symbols can be explicitly grounded by de-
scribing their requirements and effects on the world in terms
of real physical quantities. Such grounding enables a system
to better reason about physical entities in the world, their
properties, and their behavior. This approach comes with its
own limitations, due to increased complexity and difficulty
creating accurate models.
As an example, consider modeling how a robot should
place an object on a table. Before an object can be placed
on a table, we understand that there must be space for
it: the table must be “clear-enough” for the object to be
placed. In this case, the grounding problem lies in how
different notions of “clearness” are connected to real-world
measurable attributes and effects.
One strategy for grounding the concept of “clear-
enough” is to implement some opaque function
TableIsClearDetector which simply emits “yes” or
“no” as a result. In isolation, this “clear-enough” symbol
has no meaning besides its functional signature. As such,
the meaning of the “clear-enough” symbol is implicitly
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grounded by the details of this computation. Without the
ability to reason about the underlying implementation,
however, it is impossible to introspect on either the details
about why it emitted a certain result or on the consequences
of this result.
Another approach for defining “clear-enough” is to define
“clearness” as a set of one or more simpler computable
symbols, and then describe the real-world attributes and
effects of these simpler symbols. For example, we could say
that a table is “clear-enough” if no objects intersect with
a volume up to 0.1 meters above the given table. As long
as these symbols completely describe the underlying task,
we can accurately reason about what makes a table “clear-
enough” and the task is explicitly grounded.
However, consider a situation where a relatively small
object like a vase might be occupying some space at the
center of the table. This vase prevents the table from being
considered “clear-enough”, even though there might still be
space to place the given object. This is still an implicit
grounding of the task, because it approximates and does not
completely describe task constraints.
In a true explicit grounding of the task, we might use a
physics simulation to simulate placing an object on the table
in different positions. If the object sits comfortably on the
table, then the table was “clear-enough” to complete our task.
In our case, this is exactly describing the task requirements
as they would be interpreted by a human.
In the subsequent sections, we describe different strategies
for grounding parts of a symbolic task model, where each
strategy entails a different method for providing meaning to
symbols that an automated system can reason about. Our
goal in this paper is to describe the necessary attributes of
a grounding approach for task descriptions that will allow
generalizable task performance.
As a concrete example task, we consider two 7DOF Barrett
WAM arms which need to cooperate to pick up a ring
and transfer it from one peg to another in a simulated
environment. As shown in Figure 1, neither arm can reach
both pegs, so the high-level controller needs to coordinate a
hand-off between the manipulators. The task was modelled
after a similar peg-transfer task used in robotic surgical
training [2] which requires bimanual coordination.This case
study is described further in Section IV.
II. BACKGROUND
Recent work has explored a variety of powerful task
planners and systems that allow robots to perform com-
plex tasks under assumption that if given a “sufficiently
sophisticated” model, robots will be able to solve real-
world problems. Often, previous work has used Hierarchical
Task Networks (HTNs) or similar formalisms as a way of
describing each high-level task as a series of sub-tasks. Some
previous work has looked at using HTNs together with lower-
level control [3], [4]. Another system, KnowRob, uses task
ontologies to enable robot planning for complex tasks which
can generalize to different robotic platforms [5]. Other work
has built robust task planners that have proven an ability
to generate complex plans given more abstract constraints,
without an explicit, step-by-step task plan [6]. These systems
invariably rely on a large number of carefully designed high
level predicates to function, generally making them examples
of top-down implicit grounding.
Work in the learning from demonstration community has
often produced models that respond to low-level primitive
features of the environment to mimic an expert’s behav-
ior [7]. recent work in Gaussian process inverse reinforce-
ment learning could mimic an expert’s response to a highway
driving task or to a robot arm navigation task, for exam-
ple [8]. These approaches mimic feature responses without
any knowledge of effects or long term goals, and are as such
examples of bottom-up implicit grounding.
Such symbolic representations are only as useful as the
level to which their implications on the state of the world
is modeled. When the expressiveness of these models match
the “true” model of the task, it enables the planning system
to synthesize solutions to problems which might not have
even been predicted by the system’s developers [6]. The
challenge of implementing symbolic reasoning systems in
practice has led to an interest in symbol grounding through
learning [9]. The necessary level to which symbols must
be grounded in real data and constraints is unclear and as
a result roboticists often develop models which are only
sufficient for the execution of pre-defined tasks with domain-
specific parameters.
III. DEFINITIONS
We discuss three main strategies for grounding a task in
a set of symbols. Symbols are arbitrary labels which repre-
sent information, expressed as logical predicates.Predicates
accept a fixed number of parameters that must belong to
certain classes in order to be valid. Specifics of the different
grounding strategies are discussed below.
A. Top-Down Grounding
Top-down grounding means that most of the knowledge
necessary for a given sub-task is provided either by spe-
cialized sub-routines designed for performance of that sub-
task, or is specified beforehand by the user. The process
providing this knowledge is opaque to the task model, which
makes assumptions based on whether specified sub-tasks
were successful. This strategy for modeling hierarchically-
structured tasks yields models which obscure the fundamen-
tal constraints which necessitated the task structure in the first
place. A top-down description of a task begins with a root
node capturing the complete task, which can be successively
broken down into smaller, re-useable symbolic units until
decomposed into sub-tasks that are known to be performable
by the lower-level robotic system. These sub-tasks are treated
as a black box. While this is an intuitive approach for
building a hierarchical task plan, when it is used to build
a task model it tends to capture little more expressiveness
than a hierarchical concurrent finite state machine [10]. This
is because the grounding of the high- and mid-level concepts
is only modeled implicitly in the capabilities of the robot.
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This is the simplest strategy for reasoning about the world,
and is often used in practice because it allows human engi-
neering and careful system design to overcome limitations
in perception and reasoning. Note that this approach makes
sense for many robotic applications: legal grasp points, for
example, are often specified beforehand because computing
force-closure grasps on the fly for every object the robot may
need is infeasible.
B. Bottom-Up Grounding
We say that bottom-up symbolic grounding is when a task
plan is constructed as a set of simple, reusable primitive
statements that build up to higher-level goals. In a bottom-
up description of a task, Bottom-up grounding is commonly
used in the AI and learning-from-demonstration communi-
ties.
Using our case study as an example, a specification for
placing a ring on a peg would involve some combination
of spatial relations and proximity symbols constraining the
position of the robot end effector or the ring relative to a peg.
While such predicates are easy for a human familiar with the
given task to reason about, these do not actually model the
reason why a given amount of “nearness” is important.
It is very difficult to build effective bottom-up systems.
Dantam et al. used a context-free grammar to describe
complex human-machine interactions which simultaneously
reasons about symbolic states and continuous-space con-
trollers [11]. This system uses an intricate task model that
responds to low-level sensory and motor tokens indicating
movement and collisions with obstacles. A successful exam-
ple of a bottom-up plan is previous work by McGann et al.:
it is able to generalize and achieve goals without an explicit,
step-by-step task plan thanks to a simple internal model of
the task that captures a broad range of possibilities [6].
It may make the most sense to use machine learning to
decide which low level predicates are the most important
since there are so many of them. This is generally the ap-
proach taken by work in inverse reinforcement learning and
in imitation learning, which learns a policy approximating
an expert demonstration based on a number of low-level
features.
C. Explicit Grounding
We discuss explicit grounding as an alternative to the
above. Instead of simply defining predicates in abstract terms
with opaque representation or arbitrary parameterization as
in the previous sections, we can ground them based on the
constraints of the task. Instead, we ensure that the specific
conditions necessary for an action are modeled by a given
symbol.
One approach utilized in existing systems is the use of
a reachability predicate instead of one modeling nearness.
This explicitly captures the notion that an object’s proximity
is not the important feature, but rather its location in a given
configuration space. Such predicates are computable based
on the physics of the world and the robots’ kinematics.
The same philosophy can be applied to the ring-peg
placement sub-task. Instead of representing the requirements
for placing a ring on a peg as a set of instance-specific
spatial proximities and orientations, it can be based on more
fundamental requirements. In this case, drop locations should
be those such that the ring is captured by the peg, which
isgenerated via a low-fidelity physical simulation.
The challenge in grounding such physically-based symbols
lies is reducing their representation to a feature space which
can be used for reasoning in a symbolic planner or task
recognition framework. Regardless of this challenge, such
constraint-centric representations may be key to building task
ontologies which generalize not just to similarly capable
robots, but also to similar tasks.
A slightly less-challenging aspect to demonstrate, how-
ever, is an explicitly-grounded symbolic representation of the
goal critereon which can be used to verify the success of a
ring placement.
IV. CASE STUDY
The simulation was implemented using ROS [12] and the
Gazebo Simulator. Since our interest is in the grounding of
symbols, we used a pre-defined task sequence implemented
as a finite state machine. Individual states each define a single
step in a procedure. Our simulated environment is modeled in
real-time by sets of boolean-valued propositional statements
(predicates). Each predicate is composed of a label token and
a tuple of relevant arguments.
Low level motion planning is completed by MoveIt. We
implemented actions such as grab[object, arm] action
as a move parameterized by an object, and given a list
of candidate locations. The system selects the candidate
location that will bring the arm close to the object and then
closes the gripper. The move[arm, location] action
uses MoveIt to plan a path to a specific location.
Actions were implemented as generic SMACH nodes
parametrized by objects and entities in the world [13].
Previous work has constructed SMACH machines with an
HTN planner [14], but this was deemed unnecessary for our
case study as it is intended for illustrative purposes.
A. Task Plan
While we envision the task as a series of HTN-style low-
level action primitives defined by pre- and post-conditions,
we explicitly create the task model for three different ex-
periments describing different levels of symbolic grounding
rather than using an HTN planner. It is possible to generate
state-machine-based task plans from an HTN as demon-
strated previous work [14].
We create separate plans exemplifying different strategies
for grounding the following steps in information available to
the simulated robots:
1) Arm 1 reaches towards the ring.
2) Arm 1 grabs the ring.
3) Arm 1 lifts the ring off of the first peg.
4) Arm 1 moves the ring to a location where it can be
grabbed by Arm 2.
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Fig. 2: Section of the state machine describing the top-down
grounding of the peg transfer task.
5) Arm 2 reaches towards the ring.
6) Arm 2 grabs the ring.
7) Arm 1 releases the ring.
8) Arm 1 moves out of the way, so that it does not
interfere with Arm 2.
9) Arm 2 moves to a position so that it can drop the ring
on the peg.
10) Arm 2 releases the ring.
This plan was implemented as a SMACH state machine
for each version of the task. The state machine changes
slightly for each of the three strategies we used to ground
the procedure, but remains largely the same. Each node in
the state machine is parameterized by object, waypoint, and
predicate goals.
Several decisions informed the design of this task model:
in particular, the task model needed to take into account the
limits of our low-level controllers when planning specific
movements. In particular, movements that involve physical
collisions with the world often require a different motion
planner from that used for general obstacle avoidance behav-
ior. This means that we have separate actions for “MoveTo-
StandbyPeg1”, when the first WAM arm moves to a position
over the ring to pick it up, and “MoveToRing”, when the
same WAM arm moves to a grasp point on the ring.
B. Symbolic Implementation
We designed a system for producing and aggregating a
variety of high- and low-level symbols representing knowl-
edge of the world. Different modules in this system produce
predicates with various levels of grounding, informed by the
symbol grounding strategies described in Section III.
We define many of the predicates used in this case
study in abstract terms such as geometric relationships or
specific joint positions; however, we ground some predicates
using world knowledge to ensure that the specific conditions
necessary for an action to complete have been met. There are
two types of grounded predicates in our system: those that are
grounded in terms of their physical effects and those that are
grounded in terms of the internal representation of the world
for the robot.Grounded predicates for physical properties are
predicates such as drop point and reachable, which
are computable based on the physics of the world and the
robots’ kinematics. Grounded Predicates for system capabil-
ities gain their meaning from processing capabilities of the
system. Perceptual and motion planning limitations may not
physically limit the robot, but they effect the possible success
of different actions and need to be taken account in task-level
planning.
C. Detailed Single Symbol Example
The representational distinctions of the three different ap-
proaches which we describe can be illustrated by considering
the ring-on-peg symbol. This symbol corresponds to the
succesful placement of a given ring on a peg.
Each of the following examples are written as declarative
descriptions which result in the final goal state of a given ring
being securely placed on a peg. Note that all three examples
are written in the context of the same framework. This
framework contains four types of symbols: actions, objects,
predicates, and grounded predicates. Objects are show below
in light weight, and they can hold references to other objects.
Actions and predicates take arguments and are written with
an in-line notation to improve readability.
1) Top-Down: The first, and simplest model which can
complete the task and indicate that a ring has been placed on
a peg is a top-down model which only grounds the meanings
of the post-conditions of an action implicitly through the
implementation of the action.
Ths following declarations are suitable for defining a
simple 3-state automaton which results in the predicate ring
ON peg being true if all actions are completed.
ACTION: GRASP ring WITH arm
PRE: arm IDLE
POST: peg GRASPED BY arm
ACTION: MOVE ring OVER peg WITH arm
PRE: peg GRASPED BY arm
POST: ring OVER peg
ACTION: RELEASE ring ONTO peg WITH arm
PRE: ring OVER peg
POST: ring ON peg
arm IDLE
While simple to implement, this model completely ob-
scures the meaning of the predicate post-conditions. There
is no explicit connection to the physical world.
2) Bottom-Up: We can instead write out a simple bottom-
up predicate which models when a ring is considered prop-
erly on a peg.
The following is simply an expansion of the ring ON
peg predicate which grounds the notions in physical quan-
tities. These physical quantities could be used to process
sensor data to implement this model or used as part of
a combined task and motion planner to determine how to
position the ring so that it is on a given peg.
PREDICATE: ring ON peg
REQ: ring BELOW peg.top
ring ABOVE peg.bottom
ring WITHIN 0.1 OF peg IN x y
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Fig. 3: Alternate version of the peg transfer task with a
differently shaped peg.
Unfortunately, it is easy to imagine counter-examples
which would invalidate the correctness of this predicate.
Any non-straight peg or asymmetric ring would cause this
predicate to evalute to false positives.
3) Effect-Based: Finally, we can define a set of predicates
which attempt to capture the fundamental physical meaning
of a ring being on a peg. Namely, the notion of physical
intersection and the notion of constraint under perturbations
normal to the peg profile.
PREDICATE: region a INTERSECTS region b
REQ: region a INTERSECT region b NOT EMPTY
PREDICATE: obj a CONSTRAINED BY path IN region
REQ: sub path := path CONTAINED IN region
planes := NORMAL PLANES ALONG sub path
ring.pose BOUNDED IN planes
PREDICATE: ring ON peg
REQ: peg.mesh INTERSECTS ring.convex
ring CONSTRAINED BY peg.profile IN ring.convex
While this model would be dramatically more robust, it
would also be more complex to design and implement.
D. Experiments
We describe task models that work on a straightforward
peg task, and then apply these models to a new version of the
task with pegs of a slightly different shape to show how well
different models generalize and how well different predicates
apply to the new task context. The top of this alternate peg
is bent at a 45 degree angle, as per Figure 3. All of the
grounding strategies we described are sufficient to perform
the peg-transfer task under normal circumstances.
We find top-down grounding to be a straightforward way
to produce a program that will reliably complete the de-
scribed ring-transfer task. In fact, top-down grounding is rea-
sonably robust to errors: when the Barrett arms collide with
an environment object, the underlying motion controllers will
report an error that can be explicitly handled in the task
model. Usually, these errors can be dealt with by trying the
action again, or trying the action with a different controller.
However, when one of these underlying components fails,
or when error handling is not sufficient, the system has no
way of reasoning about error recovery. The top-down model
becomes less reliable when the peg is bent out of position:
at a 45 degree angle, many of the provided drop points will
cause the ring to fall down and miss the peg due to gravity
as shown in Figure 4. Since it treats the peg drop positions
as a black box, it has no way of reasoning about how the
environment has changed.
Bottom-up grounding achieves similar results using a very
different strategy. There are a very large number of possible
low-level symbols: in this case study, there are 36 objects
in the world and 26 predicates. These objects are different
components of the simulated WAM arms, peg stems and
bases, the ring, and the stage the robots are attached to. This
does not include any abstract entities such as grasp or drop
points or movement waypoints which are used in the task.
There are a large number of low-level predicates nec-
essary just to specify the spatial relationships between
these 36 objects, including six one-dimensional geo-
metric predicates: higher than, left of, right of,
lower than, in front of, and behind from. Each
of these corresponds to a difference in x, y, or z axis
relative to one the center of one of the 36 rigid objects
in the world, describing the relationship in one dimension
between two objects from a frame of reference. With n = 36
Fig. 4: Many of the same rules for placing the peg no longer
work when it is bent at a 45 degree angle.
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objects as possible reference frames, we have n2(n − 1) =
45360 possible assignments to each of these predicates. We
also consider the often-used but poorly-defined predicates
nearby and nearby mesh, comparing distances between
centers or meshes of two objects, respectively.
Our bottom-up implementation shows how using these
low-level predicates can produce unintended effects; the
movements selected by the system are often very dissimilar
to those that a human might select. In addition, concepts
which were easy to specify in the top-down model –
such as movement waypoints – are much more complex
expressions. For example, to pick up the ring from the first
peg, the arm moves to a standby position before heading
to a grasp point. This position should be behind and above
the peg, near the side of the ring the arm is reaching for.
This means that the predicates left of[arm1, ring],
left of[arm1, peg1], higher that[arm1,
ring1], and behind from[arm1, peg1] all need to
be true, and the set of collision predicates all need to be
false.
Neither the top-down or bottom-up task models fully
capture the requirements of the task. The top-down model
relies on low-level actions with STRIPS-like properties to
complete a task and inform the higher-level model whether
they have succeeded or failed. On the other hand, the bottom-
up model relies on a large set of predicates that approximate,
but do not exactly capture, task requirements. For example,
the top-down model will return successfully even when it
has dropped the ring in the wrong position, because all of
its component sub-tasks executed successfully. The bottom-
up model does not plan to make sure the ring does not get
caught on the first peg, but does get caught on the second
one, because its plan is based only on spatial primitives.
Effect-based explicit grounding addresses these limitations
by computing certain properties with the Gazebo physics
engine.
Our case study demonstrates the usefulness of different
strategies when solving different problems. Grasp points
were specified by human demonstration, and are therefore
examples of top-down grounding. However, we stress that
without enumerating the physical conditions that must be
true for an action to have been successful, there are corner
cases which cause both of the implicitly grounded models to
fail.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We examined the challenges in appropriately grounding
semantic predicates in task ontologies: predicates should
be represented in such a way that they encode real-world,
task-motivated values, rather than tokenized output encoding
human-centric concepts. At the same time, these predicates
need to be relatable to the high-level goals which may be
specified by a human. High level-predicates specified by
humans are likely to break down when moved into another
task or domain, as they are designed with a specific task in
mind and not grounded in the physics of the world or the
capabilities of the robot. Additionally, since as more objects
are introduced into the world, the number of possible spatial
relationships an action can attempt to satisfy grows.
Our experiments showed three different ways of specifying
the automated performance of a straightforward collaborative
robotic task. While it would be ideal for the robot to have an
intrinsic understanding of the effects all of its physical ac-
tions may have on the environment, this may be impractical;
instead, any useful task specification would likely include a
mix of low- and high-level symbols with explicit grounding
used selectively to check for errors.
An explicit grounding may allow us to check the accuracy
of a model, but is not feasible for every step of a task due
to computation costs. Instead, we suggest learning bottom-up
models for tasks that implicitly model the world in a way that
allows us to reason about it. Then, an explicit grounding of
the world can be used to check and improve these bottom-up
models, adding additional rules as necessary.
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Abstract—The use of ontologies in Computer Science has as
main purpose to allow sharing and reusing of knowledge. It is
important that the concepts present in the ontology have in fact
a formal specification. This article presents a methodology for
designing Dialogue Systems, turning easier the task of building
the knowledge base for a dialogue system. A method to design
and aggregate existing ontologies in these systems are also being
proposed. For this, pattern matching, state of art natural language
processing tools, thesaurus and the language AIML are also used.
The proposed approach has been applied to a recepcionist system
and it will be shown through the several experiments performed
a satisfactory performance of the proposed dialogue system.
I. INTRODUCTION
An ontology is a knowledge structure used to represent
(formally) and share domain knowledge through modeling
and establishing a framework about relevant concepts and the
semantic relationships among these concepts [1], [2] and [3].
Ontology structures explicitly represent domain knowledge
by using a format comprehensible by a machine. They
can be incorporated into computer applications and systems,
facilitating the annotation data [4], the decision making process
[5], information retrieval and natural language processing [6].
In addition, they serve as part of the Semantic Web [7].
Ontologies have also the potential to support the process of
clinical decision making (CDS), increasing the reuse of data
and knowledge systems [8].
Ontology development, according to the principles of the
developing ontology, can potentially facilitate interoperability
and reuse. On the other hand, designing ad hoc ontologies,
without the use of development standards, have created an
environment in which there are numerous ontologies with
limited ability for both communicate amongst themselves and
the reuse of the knowledge [1], [9] and [10].
Although there is no consensus on how to develop
ontologies, several approaches have been described to better
share some common elements of development. Likewise, while
formal evaluation methods have the potential to maximize the
benefits of ontologies within the areas of computer science,
philosophy and life, there is no standard approach to assess the
quality of ontologies, from the perspective of their intrinsic or
extrinsic value characteristics (ie, the usefulness of a particular
task) [11], [12], [13].
This paper presents an architecture for dialog system which
includes a methodology for building dialogue using ontologies.
In Section II is described the complete architecture for the
dialog system, wherein the dialogue module which makes
use of ontologies is inserted. In Section III is explained,
in details, the methodology proposed. Then the inference
engine consisting of two main methods making use of natural
language processing tools along with the thesaurus WordNet
is presented in Section IV. For validating the proposed
methodology was applied for a receptionist system capable
to answer questions about information relatet to Institute of
Mathematics and Computer Sciences - ICMC-USP and the
results are presented in Section V.
II. ARCHITECTURE
It has been proposed and developed an architecture for
a dialogue system (Figure 1). The proposed architecture is
independent of the domain of language and can be used in any
dialogue system. The advantages of its use include the easy
inclusion and updating of knowledge, represented in the AIML
files format [14] in this work, but the informatioc can be stored
using other ways (such as a database). The inference engine
mechanism, presented in Section IV), is suitable to use for
receptionists systems, but can also be adapted to other dialogue
systems.
The architecture is composed by four modules. The first
one is the interface module for establishing the communication
between the user and the desktop avatar or browser avatar,
the lattest allows that people all over of world accessing
the recepcionist system. The second is Web Module for
providing the encoding and decoding of information received
by the interface module. The third one is the voice module
allowing voice and textual interaction and enables the system
to recognize and synthetize the voice. It is optional, due to
its complexity, but highly recommended, as the benefit of its
use in relation to a system that allows only textual interaction.
The fourth module is the dialogue module, that is responsible
for storing the knowledge base in AIML file format [14] and
running the inference engine (Section IV). It is capable for
holding multiple users simultaneously connected with Avatar
Valerie, without regard to conflict of information.
Based on the knowledge representation model presented
in Section [15], responsible by the inferences about the
information, the dialog module contains the following steps:
1) parsing: to verify if the matching of word by word
occurs, using the algorithm of Matching Behavior
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implemented by the parser available at Language
AIML [14]. In this work, we have adopted the parser
ProgramD (http://aitools.org/Programd) due to the
fact that it facilitates the web communication.
2) semantics: instead of producing semantic trees, a
XML tree is constructed through the own structure
of language AIML.
3) knowledge base and structures of the real world:
they are inserted by the developer of < category >
’s AIML, which contains information of the language,
structure of questions and answers external database.
Fig. 1. System Architecture.
III. BUILDING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE USING
ONTOLOGIES
The most important task that a chatterbot have to
perform is to be able to communicate with humans through
natural language. The method of knowledge construction and
organization required for this task is of paramount importance
in orderto the chatterbot can be acceptable. The choice of
method will directly affect the system’s functionality and
limitations. In this section, we will explain how the knowledge
base has been created by using ontologies.
For the construction and organization of the dialogue
in Portuguese referring to the Institute of Mathematics and
Computer Sciences (ICMC-USP), it has been developed and
used the methodology explained to follow. Structured data used
are provided with a database MySql provided by ICMC-USP.
Further, unstructured information are also used obtained
through FeedsRSS, pages of ICMC-USP and such data first
go through a process of structuring data as it follows:
1) Build the Ontologies:
a) Build the Classes from the structured data
contained in database, such as, Name, Room,
E-mail,...).
b) Build the Generalizations ”is-a” related to
the classes to their respective superclasses.
(i.e. EMail is an address; Classroom is a
local;). How much more generalizations are
created at this stage richer domain knowledge
will be. Another important fact is about
the generalizations which can be changed
later without to affect the construction of
the dialogue afterwards. All classes and
generalizations known by the receptionist
developed system are shown in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. The classes and generalizations of the ontology.
c) Build the Object Properties and Data
Properties, such properties represent
relationships between individuals of the
ontology. Each property has:
i) Name: usually a verb. (Ex. studies)
ii) Domain: classes of individuals
belonging to the domain (eg. Professor)
iii) Range: classes of individuals belonging
to the range (eg. Interest Area). If
it is a Date Property then these
values are considered as literal values
and do not classes, eg. [Seminar]
isDescribedstring)
iv) characteristics: they can be of the
following types:
A) Functional: If a property is
functional for a particular
individual a, there may be up to
one individual b that is related
to a through that individual
property;
B) Inverse functional: If a property is
an inverse functional, this means
that the functional property is
its inverse. For the individual
a can exist at most one related
to a through individual property
individual;
C) Transitive: If a P transitive
property relates the individual
”a” to individual ”b”, and also a
individual ”b” to individual ”c”,
it is inferred that the individual
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”a” is related to the individual
”c” according to P;
D) Symmetric: If a P property
is symmetric, and relates a
individual ”a” to individual
”b”, then the individual ”b” is
also related to the individual ”a”
through the property P.
In Figure 3 it is shown some properties
created for the ontology developed in
this work.
Fig. 3. Some properties of the ontology.
d) Create the inverse properties: for each
property built before, its inverse must be
created. Examples:
1. [Professor]studies[InterestArea] →
[InterestArea]isStudiedBy[Professor];
2. [Author]presents[Seminar] →
[Seminar]isPresentedBy[Author].
Created all inverse properties, the inference
mechanism of ontology (Reasoner) will be
able to infer all the properties automatically,
including reverse ones.
e) Build the individual of the ontology with
information from the data sources (Database,
Feeds, Sites, ...).
Proposal for creation of individuals with
compound names:
In the proposed approach, an individual is
identified by its full name. For example,
there is an individual with the name ”Roseli
Aparecida Francelin Romero”, its name
will be: Roseli Aparecida Francelin Romero,
being single and identified by this. But there
is no need that the user enter the full name of
any individual. This is possible thanks to the
use of a class called ”Key”, which contains
individuals with only a single word such
as name and identifier. In that case, there
would be four individuals (Roseli, Aparecida,
Francelin and Romero), related to the teacher.
So it is only necessary the user types only
one of these names and the system will
able to know about what individual the user
is talking about. In case of ambiguity, for
example, there are more than one person
named Roseli, the system will need more
information about the individual name and
if the user has not typed or spoken about it,
the system will require.
f) Relating the individuals created by using
the Properties (Object and Data Properties)
(as it was mentioned, the inverses are inserted
automatically and not necessarily need be
expressed at this stage).
2) Design patterns will match with user inputs and
the corresponding answers in natural language.
The AIML language ’s formalism were used at this
stage. A category is created for each input pattern
and AIML file contains as many categories as are
the properties of the ontology. Each AIML category
contains:
a) Pattern: It is created a pattern for each
Property of the ontology. An example of
input pattern is presented to follow:
Property[Professor]studies[InterestArea].
< pattern >
PROFESSOR ∗ studies
< /pattern >
The reverse would be automatically
constructed:
Inverse property:[InterestArea] isStudiedBy
[Professor]
< pattern >
InterestArea ∗ isStudiedBy
< /pattern >
b) Template: Each template contains the
answer format providing information to the
user in natural language based on ontology.
Example:
< template >
Theprofessor ∗
studiesthoseInterestAreas :
< ontologia.Inference(Propriedade =
studies; Individual = ∗ >
< /template >
(The inference above returns all the Interest
Areas of the ”Professor *” )
Note: A mechanism automatically creates all
the patterns based on the ontology properties.
It will be the developer responsibility to write
the template for all the patterns. Otherwise,
the system will only display the data as a
response.
The proposed method for establishing the dialogue to turn
the system able to act as a receptionist at ICMC-USP will be
presented in the next section.
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Fig. 4. Stretch of the configuration file of Personality Avatar Valerie.
IV. INFERENCE ENGINE
Algorithm 1 Inference engine.
Require: Ontologies and WordNet, Models PLN (Sentences
detector, tokenizer, POS Tagger) and User Input
{Uses a model of detector sentences}
sentence← firstSentences(userInput);
{uses a tokenizer to separate words}
words← tokenizer(sentence);
{Part of Speech tagger classifies words according to their
grammatical classes}
grammaticalClasses← posTagger(words);
while all words are not analyzed do
if word is a noun then
synonymous← returnSynonymous(word);
{the WordNet returns all similar words}
candidateWords← word+ synonymous;
{checks whether the words are classes in the ontology}
candidateClasses ←
returnClasses(candidateWords);
{Search in the ontology if the words are individuals of
classes}
candidateIndividuals ←
returnIndividuals(candidateWords);
{Classes of individuals candidates}
ClassesCandidateIndividuals ←
returnClasses(candidateIndividuals);
end if
end while
{call the algorithm 2 for finding the correct AIML
pattern based on candidateClasses, candidateIndividuals,
ClassesCandidateIndividuals}
pattern← findPattern(...);
template← retornaTemplate(pattern);
return template
Algorithm 2 Finding the AIML pattern that contains the
response correspondent to the users input, based on Classes
and Individuals already elucidated.
Require: Classes candidateClasses,Individuals
candidateIndividuals, Classes ClassesCandidateIndividuals
candidateIndividuals ←
desambigua(candidateIndividuals);
{disambiguation of individuals by keyword}
{find all Super Classes of individuals candidates}
SuperClassesCandidateIndividuals ←
returnSuperClasses(ClassesCandidateIndividuals);
{find all Sub Classes of individuals candidates}
SubClassesCandidateIndividuals ←
returnSubClasses(candidateClasses);
{Only if there is an individual then it is the individual about
whom you want to obtain information}
if candidateIndividuals.size == 1 then
individual← candidateIndividuals[0];
individualClasse← returnClasse(individual);
{performs permutation among individual,
candidateClasses, SuperClassesCandidateIndividuals,
SubClassesCandidateIndividuals}
permutations← permutation();
properties← findProperties(permutations);
{if there be any among the permutation property then
there is no matching}
if properties.size == 0 then
return ”No Match”;
end if
{there is more than one property, then the user needs to
choose which among them}
if properties.size > 1 then
return ”There are more than one Match”;
end if
{There is one Match}
if properties.size == 1 then
propertie← properties[0];
classeRange← properties.getRange();
AIMLpattern ←< pattern > individualClasse +
propertie+ classeRange < /pattern >;
return AIMLpattern;
end if
end if
{if there is more than one person then the user must resolve
the ambiguity}
if candidateIndividuals.size > 1 then
return ”Ambiguity”;
end if
In order a dialogue contained in AIML file can be inferred
by a robot, it is necessary to use interpreters, which are tools
that can be found in (http://aiml-programr.rubyforge.org), such
as, Program P (http://alicebot.sweb.cz/) and Program D (http:
//aitools.org/Programd) among others. We have opted to use
the interpreter Program D, which is able to maintain a dialogue
with multiple users simultaneously and futher to facilitate its
use by a Web service.
For interaction in English language, all the knowledge
base provided by ALICE chatterbot was used. Its creator
[14] proposed that the personality of a chatterbot, developed
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using AIML, is easily transcribed by defining variables called
properties. These properties are presented in a configuration
file. The Avatar Valerie contains 75 properties. In Figure 4, it
is shown a part of the file that defines the personality variables
of Avatar.
Once added all knowledge of A.L.I.C.E. Avatar into
Valerie system, the matching of patterns among the entries in
English is given by Matching Behavior Algorithm contained
in Program D interpreter.
The interaction in Portuguese language allows to the user
to get the information regarding the ICMC-USP, based on
the detailed proposal in Section III. For the matching of
input patterns with knowledge base of chatterbot, Valerie, was
proposed the algorithm 1 presented to follow.
The first step of Algorithm 1 consists of pre-processing the
user’s input. Then is obtained and used only the first sentence,
being that each word is separated and classified by tokenizer,
and by Part of Speech tagger. After, every word is analyzed
and the nouns are selected. These will be the candidate words
to be individuals of the ontology classes. The goal at this point
is to find the AIML pattern that will contain the answer to a
presented question. The details are stored as AIML patterns
and are presented in Section III. The method to find the pattern
matching between the Classes and individuals, discovered in
the phrase, is detailed in Algorithm 2 as it follows.
It is assumed that the user will always be asking a question
about an individual present in the ontology. The answer is
contained in a property of the concerned individual. Then, we
need to find out what is the property that contains the answer.
This, in algorithm 2, is basically a permutation among
the class of the individual candidate, their super classes, sub
classes and other classes found in the standard input. The goal
is to find a ontology property that contains the answer. It is
noteworthy that the method to disambiguate individuals was
presented in Section III.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For validating the proposed system, a questionary was
applied to ICMC-USP community, which speaks brazilian
portuguese. It contains five scenarios of interaction with the
system, in which the user should answer some questions.
A total of 15 questions were suggested to the user among
the five scenarios, in which the user should ask to the system
(the Avatar) to get the information. For each question, the user
should answer if the system returned the information required
by ticking one of three possible answers: ”Yes, the system
hits the first attempt”; ”Yes, but the system hits after several
attempts”; and ”No, the system did not respond”.
The system accuracy obtained was 70% having the Avatar
answered correct on average 42% of the questions on the first
attempt and 28% after a few tries. On average, the system was
not able to answer only in 30% of the cases, which usually
involved atypical spelling of proper names. This results are
showed in Figure 5.
Noteworthy the questions that got the best and the
worst accuracy rate. The system performed better on the
questions about a Seminar entitled ”Allocation Of Tasks And
Fig. 5. The System Accuracy.
Communication For The Coordination Of Robots”, responding
to 70% of the questions on the first attempt, 20% after a few
tries and 10% the system did not respond. Also, it presented
70% accuracy on the first attempt in question about the
teacher called ”Roseli Aparecida Francelin Romero”, with 10%
accuracy after some trial and not responding in 20% of the
tests. In Figure 6, it is shown the accuracy of the proposed
system answering questions that not include unusual proper
names.
Fig. 6. The System Accuracy with questions without the presence unusual
proper names.
The worst performance was in question about a Seminar
presented by ”Fabio Ruffino”, where the system failed to
respond in 70% of the cases, and hitting the 30% of the tests
on the first attempt, this being the only one in which the system
does not respond to more than 50% of the tests. This is due
to the name ”Ruffino” with the two letter ”f” is not usual in
Brazil. In Figure 7, it is shown the system accuracy responding
questions containing unusual proper names.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, a method was proposed for the dialog
construction based on ontologies for incorporating in an avatar
to turn it able to act as a recepcionist system. This proposal can
be easily extended to other types of systems. This methodology
was applied and tested in the context of a recepcionist for
ICMC-USP and presented a satisfactory accuracy. The use of
methodologies for building such a system, and in conjunction
with the proposed pattern for matching of the input and
output information allowed to the system to be able to answer
questions based on an ontology. This system will be used
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Fig. 7. The System Accuracy with questions containing unusual proper
names.
as a recepcionist at ICMC-USP, providing information about
teachers, seminars and other items of the user interest. The
testing showed that system has a high accuracy on questions in
which key words (nouns) are easily recognized by the speech
recognizer (e.g. the questions about Seminars and about the
teacher names, and a low accuracy in questions containing
unusual proper names.
Thanks to the use of ontologies, there is a possibility of
building an Avatar with its own personality and reusing the
knowledge of A.L.I.C.E. This is possible due to easy inclusion
of properties separately from knowledge base itself. Originally
the software A.L.I.C.E. only allowed interaction by text, and
thus, the use of their knowledge base on any system capable
of adding features as voice and facial expressions, turns it to
be more attractive, intelligent and easy to use.
The availability of the dialogue system in the Web provided
an easier the interaction with the user. Considering that the
development of microarray chatterbots is a cyclical process in
which each time the system is improved based on the previous
interactions, the greater the range of individuals, more suitable
the system will become.
As future work, we intend to increase the intelligibility of
the system. One way to improve the dialogue is to increase the
complexity of the ontology and hence adding more complex
properties for the search. It is noteworthy that to do this, it
is necessary an improvement in the stage of preprocessing
user input, with improved techniques for Natural Language
Processing. We also intend to use, develop and incorporate
techniques allowing the detection of repeated questions by the
user and alert him about them.
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